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MORNING CEREMONY

Processional
Department of Music Brass Choir
Daniel P. Lutz, Conductor

Call to Order
The Honorable Peter Koutoujian, Sheriff of Middlesex County

Honor Guard
UMass Lowell Army and Air Force ROTC Color Guard

National Anthem
UMass Lowell Chamber Singers
Brian O’Connell, Director

Greetings from the State Legislature
The Honorable Rady Mom, State Representative, 18th Middlesex District, Lowell

Special Recognitions
Patricia McCafferty, Vice Chancellor
Larry Siegel, Associate Vice Chancellor
Joanne Yestramski, Vice Chancellor

Remarks to Class of 2016
Jacqueline Moloney ’75, ’92, Chancellor

Student Address
Jocelyne Durrenberger ’15

Senior Class Gift
Christopher Nunez ’15, Senior Class President

Commencement Address
Judy Woodruff, Broadcast Journalist

Awarding of Degrees
Kathryn Carter ’79, Vice Provost
Donald Pierson, Provost

Conferral of Degrees
Martin T. Meehan ’78, UMass President

Recessional
Department of Music Brass Choir
Daniel P. Lutz, Conductor

AFTERNOON CEREMONY

Processional
Department of Music Brass Choir
Daniel P. Lutz, Conductor

Call to Order
Donald E. Pierson, Provost

Honor Guard
UMass Lowell Army and Air Force ROTC Color Guard

National Anthem
UMass Lowell Chamber Singers
Brian O’Connell, Director

Greetings from the City of Lowell
The Honorable Edward J. Kennedy, Mayor, City of Lowell

Greetings from the State Legislature
The Honorable Eileen Donoghue, State Senator, First Middlesex District

Special Recognitions
Patricia McCafferty, Vice Chancellor
Larry Siegel, Associate Vice Chancellor
Joanne Yestramski, Vice Chancellor

Remarks to Class of 2016
Jacqueline Moloney ’75, ’92, Chancellor

Student Address
Marcelle Durrenberger ’15

Senior Class Gift
Christopher Nunez ’15, Senior Class President

Presentation of Distinguished Alumni Award
John Feudo, Vice Chancellor

Commencement Address
Keith Lockhart, Conductor of the Boston Pops Orchestra

Awarding of Degrees
Kathryn Carter ’79, Vice Provost
Julie Chen, Vice Chancellor for Research & Innovation

Conferral of Degrees
Jacqueline Moloney ’75, ’92, Chancellor

Recessional
Department of Music Brass Choir
Daniel P. Lutz, Conductor
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Cell Phones: Post pictures or share your commencement memories on Facebook.com/uml2016, or tag us on Twitter and Instagram using #uml2016.

Photography: A professional photographer will be taking photos of graduates as they cross the stage. Please note that guests will not be allowed onto the floor of the Tsongas Center to take personal photos. Commencement Photos Inc. will have proofs available online at its website www.commencementphotos.com. All students will be mailed a special ID number so they can log in to the website.
Message from the Chancellor

Dear Graduates:

Today we celebrate your hard work and dedication. You have studied and sacrificed to reach this moment. You have earned your degree. On behalf of the entire university community, I congratulate you on your accomplishments.

As we celebrate this important milestone together with your family and loved ones, the University of Massachusetts Lowell faculty, staff and administration wish you continued success. You have inspired us.

As our newest alumni, you join a unique community united in River Hawk spirit and bound by the shared experiences of a UMass Lowell education. I hope you will stay engaged with the university and continue to be part of its success.

A college diploma is an important achievement, but it’s not an end point. It heralds a new beginning. I look forward to hearing about the great achievements of the Class of 2016 in the years ahead.

With all good wishes,

Jacqueline F. Moloney ’75, ’92
Chancellor
History of the University

The earliest predecessor institutions of the University of Massachusetts Lowell — Lowell Normal School and Lowell Textile School — were established in the late 19th century to provide instruction in the theories and practical arts of teaching and the textile industry.

Lowell Normal School was chartered by the General Court of the Commonwealth on Jan. 6, 1894 as a teacher-training institution. The school provided “the most thorough knowledge of the branches of learning to be taught in the schools the best methods of teaching these branches and right mental training.” In 1932 it was made a four-year college and was granted the right to confer baccalaureate degrees.

The school became Lowell State College in 1960 and introduced non-teaching programs in the liberal arts. During the next decade and a half, the college continuously expanded its mission and curriculum offerings at both the graduate and undergraduate levels and was authorized to offer degree programs in education, the health professions, music, the liberal arts and sciences.

From the time of its origin in 1895, the Lowell Textile School provided educational programs of an applied and practical nature. “Science and art will be taught,” the enabling statute for the school announced, “for the purpose of improving any special trade or of introducing new branches of industry.” Control of the school was transferred to the state in 1918. Ten years later it was granted collegiate status and in 1953 it was made the multipurpose Lowell Technological Institute.

In the 1960s the institute phased out its textile program, extended its degree authority to the doctoral level and expanded its curriculum offerings in engineering and technology, pure and applied sciences, business administration and industrial management.

The merger of Lowell State College and Lowell Technological Institute in 1975 created the University of Lowell. The move brought together two institutions of differing character and orientation, creating a comprehensive university whose strengths and resources were greater than those of the previous schools.

From its earliest days, the university has aggressively sought to become a major intellectual center and an indispensable economic force in the Commonwealth. To this end the University of Lowell created doctoral programs in work environment, engineering, education and computer science and established campus centers for productivity enhancement, educational field studies and health promotion.

In 1991, the University of Lowell became one of five components of the University of Massachusetts. For 25 years, the University of Massachusetts Lowell has offered a wide array of liberal arts, science and professional programs.

New research centers and collaborations in nanomanufacturing, robotics, printed electronics, and terrorism and security studies, among others, provide transformative experiences for students and innovative research to the world.

The university currently offers 121 bachelor’s, 48 master's and 34 doctoral degree programs in six colleges. Over 1,100 faculty members teach 17,450 students. Today, more than 3,700 graduates will join a community of 87,000 living alumni.

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The Grand Marshal’s mace is a symbol of university authority. It bears the seal of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, from which authority the university derives its right to confer degrees.
COMMENCEMENT FACT: The nomenclature used by American universities to designate the three traditional levels of academic degrees (bachelor, master and doctor) originated during the Middle Ages.

CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSION
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ROTC
The University of Massachusetts Lowell Air Force ROTC detachment holds a commissioning ceremony each year. In addition to their regular courses in aerospace studies, these cadets have completed intensive studies in management and leadership, international security policy and Air Force organization and history. The cadets are commissioned as second lieutenants in the Air Force and will enter active duty in diverse fields such as aviation navigation, engineering, missile operations, nursing, accounting, acquisition and administration.

Currently under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Brian J. Noe, the university’s Air Force ROTC detachment has received several awards for excellence in recruiting and preparing high-quality officer candidates.

Having completed their specific program requirements of Aerospace Studies, the following members of the Class of 2016 will be commissioned in a subsequent ceremony:

**College of Health Sciences**
Second Lieutenant Christopher Grassi, 
Nursing Officer
Second Lieutenant Jonathan Pazienza, 
Nursing Officer

**College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**
Second Lieutenant Patrick Mealey, 
Air Battle Manager
Second Lieutenant Eric Johnson, 
Combat Systems Officer

CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSION
UNITED STATES ARMY ROTC
The Army Reserve Officer Training Corps program is a diverse group of men and women with more than 20,000 cadets currently enrolled. ROTC produces approximately 70 percent of the second lieutenants who join the active Army, Army Reserve, and Army National Guard. More than 40 percent of current active duty army general officers were commissioned through ROTC.

The University of Massachusetts Lowell Army ROTC graduates will have completed both the basic and advance courses in basic military skills and fundamentals of leadership, advanced military tactics and decision making, as well as planning and team organization. The cadets are commissioned as second lieutenants in the United States Army and will enter either active duty, National Guard, or the Reserves in diverse careers such as: aviation, armor, infantry, engineer, signal, air defense artillery, field artillery, military police, finance, chaplain, medical services, chemical, military intelligence, ordinance and acquisition.

Currently under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Justin B. Putnam, the University of Massachusetts Lowell Army ROTC program will commission four second lieutenants from the Class of 2016 to the United States Army:

**Kennedy College of Sciences**
Second Lieutenant John Krauss, 
Engineer Corps, Massachusetts National Guard

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION RECOGNITION
The Student Government Association annually nominates individuals for “Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.” Selection is made on the basis of extra-curricular contributions to the university. The following members of the Class of 2016 have been selected for this honor:

**College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**
Graham Allen
Samantha Cacciola
Emily Dasey
Matthew Desmond
Mercedes Dunham
Jenna Freitas
Kevin Goddu
Amanda Hemond
Alexa Lambert
Michaela Leach
Nico Lynch
MacKenzie Mahoney
Travis Overton
Stanley Ovile
Orquidia Paulino
Marly Thomas
Shamilah Ulysse
Jennifer Wall
THE CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

Members of the university community who make significant contributions to the public good bring credit to themselves, the university and the larger community. The following members of the Class of 2016 have earned this award:

College of Health Sciences
Lauren Bertolami
Katherine Bilodeau
Kathleen Cameron
Ashley Cochran
Danielle DeGaspe
Eilish Faherty
Matthew Geary
Nicole Hamel
Daniel Howell
Amy Lamont
Alyssa Mulno
Kristina Murray
Emily O'Brien
Molly Post
Allison Saffie
Christine Schaffer
Abigail Sheehan
Zachary Zuber

Francis College of Engineering
Sherine Farida Dao
Patrick Facendola
Deepesh Moolchandani
Danielle Sampson
Tyler Valilla

Kennedy College of Sciences
Gladys Kibunyi
Sonia Marcello
Matilda Matovu
Erika Nadle
Shivam Patel
John Romano

Manning School of Business
Lukas Bernard
Kelly DeFreitas
Syndha Mungalachetty
Christopher Nunez
Nandana Penukonda
Amanda Robinson
Bethsaida Saint-Vil
Kenya Semexant

College of Health Sciences
Katherine Bilodeau, Exercise Physiology
Nicole Hamel, Nursing
Kristina Murray, Exercise Physiology

Francis College of Engineering
Patrick Facendola, Plastics engineering

Kennedy College of Sciences
Hardeep Singh Gill, Physics

Manning School of Business
Syndha Mungalachetty, Business Administration

CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL FOR STUDENT SERVICE

Graduating students who have made outstanding contributions to the university may be nominated for the Chancellor’s Medal by members of the UM Lowell community. The following members of the Class of 2016 have been nominated for this award:

Francis College of Engineering
Fabio Braz, Civil Engineering

College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Kelly Freitas, Fine Arts
Kevin Goddu, Music Studies

Kennedy College of Sciences
Matilda Matovu, Biology

Manning School of Business
Christopher Nunez, Business Administration
Amanda Robinson, Business Administration

College of Health Sciences
Zachary Zuber, Exercise Physiology

CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL FOR DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

This award recognizes the accomplishments of undergraduate and graduate students for significant achievements in advancing the university’s goals in the areas of diversity, inclusion, and social justice through service, advocacy, community outreach initiatives and/or research at the University of Massachusetts Lowell.

College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Ofa Liz Ejaife, Community Social Psychology
Travis Overton, Sociology and Philosophy

CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

The graduates with the highest cumulative average in each undergraduate college receive this award for their scholarly dedication. The requirement for the Chancellor’s award is a 3.60 cumulative average over 60 credits at the university. The following members of the Class of 2016 have earned this award:

College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Ayah Adam Awadallah

College of Health Sciences
Sherry Paul Bhalla
Martha Stackhouse

Francis College of Engineering
Timothy L. Miskell
Jordan Parris
Alexandra Sneider

Kennedy College of Sciences
William George Boag
David Lordan
Shivam Dipakbhai Patel

Manning School of Business
Katherine Patricia Clair

Division of Online and Continuing Education
Clarissa Anne Eaton
Frederico Esparza
Mary E. McGovern
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR-ATHLETE AWARD

This award recognizes the graduating varsity athlete with the highest cumulative average. The 2016 recipient of the University Scholar-Athlete Award is:

**College of Health Sciences**
Marielle Handley (Softball)

HONORS COLLEGE SCHOLARS

The university awards baccalaureate students in the Honors College the honors distinction on their diplomas. Students in the college who have maintained a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.25, taken at least 24 credits at the honors level, written a senior honors thesis under the guidance of a faculty adviser and committee and presented that thesis in a public venue are eligible for this distinction. The university recognizes the following students for this achievement:

**College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**
Ayah Awadallah
Nicole Comer
Emily Dasey
Flavio Dasilva-Souza
Mercedes Dunham
John Ford
Nairobi Gabriel
Nicholas Gates
Robert Gay
Kelsey Gilbert
Fabiane Kelley
Zachary Michaels
Daniel Muise
Christian Nambu
Anthony Omobono
Stephanie Santos

**Francis College of Engineering**
Scott Ankiewicz
Andrew Antonitis
Virinchi Balabhadrapatruni
Charles Barbon
James Benedict
Erek Croteau
Marcelle Durrenberger
Patrick Facendola
Vijay Gentrya
Erin Gracefa
Steven Jacek
Elizabeth Kender
Laura Kender
Cody Langlois
Forrest Otsuka
Alain Wish
Bobby Yassini

**Kennedy College of Sciences**
Matthew Barden
William Boag
Courtney Bradley
Seth Brownmiller
Chung Kow
Peter Larsen
Khyteang Lim
Erika Nadile
Shivam Patel
Joshua Smolinski
Brittany Theochares
Kevin Wacome

**Manning School of Business**
Mark Austin
Mary Kriss
Mary Kate Mahassel
Bridget McSherry
Nandana Penukonda
Joseph Perrone
Sarah Rubin

*Students with HC next to their name in the list of candidates for degrees have met these requirements and are graduates of the Honors College at UMass Lowell.*

**BACCALAUREATE DEGREE HONORS**

The university awards baccalaureate degrees with three levels of distinction to graduating students who have exhibited exceptional scholastic records. To be eligible for university honors, each student must achieve a minimum grade-point average of at least 3.25 for all courses completed at the university and must have earned a minimum of 60 credits at the school. Appropriate honors will be noted on diplomas following the determination of final baccalaureate averages.

University honors listed in this program reflect grade-point averages for the semester in which student averages were last reported. Since final baccalaureate averages often differ from the last reported averages, official university honors may differ from those listed on the following pages.

DEPARTMENT HONORS

In addition to university honors, departments may also award honors to their graduating students. Graduating students in Continuing Education can receive these honors from the college that has jurisdiction over their major. Faculty members in the student’s major or interdisciplinary committees may recommend their graduates for honors to recognize outstanding achievement in their field.

To qualify for such honors, graduates must complete a minimum of 24 credits in their major at the university and fulfill any honors requirements as specified by colleges, departments or interdisciplinary committees in their field. To receive honors, a student must have a 3.25 to 3.99 grade point average in all major courses taken at the university with no grade lower than a B. For high honors, students must have a 4.0 grade point average in all courses taken in their major at the university.
The University of Massachusetts Lowell Distinguished Alumni Award was established to acknowledge professional and public service contributions of university alumni. The Alumni Relations Council Board of Directors annually selects an individual who has made a significant contribution to a field of knowledge or who has provided exemplary service to the public.

**L. DONALD “DON” LATORRE ’59, ’07 (H)**

L. Donald LaTorre is the president of L&G Management Consultants, a firm he formed after retiring as president and COO of Engelhard Corporation in 1997. As president, LaTorre helps companies improve their leadership and performance.

He has a long history with companies such as Engelhard, Velcro USA, BASF Corporation and Diamond Shamrock Corporation. In his 13 years at Engelhard, LaTorre led the company through a period of unprecedented earnings growth.

A dedicated and involved alumnus, LaTorre currently serves on the Chancellor’s External Advisory Board, the Nanotechnology Advisory Board, the Kennedy College of Sciences Advisory Board, the River Hawk Venture Fund Advisory Board and the Commercial Ventures and Intellectual Property Advisory Board. He has also served as a judge in the annual DifferenceMaker Idea Challenge.

He and his wife, Gloria, have supported the LaTorre Family Scholarship Endowment Fund and the U.S. Bank Kennedy College of Sciences Dean’s Discretionary Fund. They have also supported the Alumni Events Scholarship Fund, the UMass Lowell Fund and the Dean Robert H. Tamarin Endowed Scholarship Fund.

LaTorre currently serves on the boards of Knoll Heights, Access Management and Fairleigh Dickinson’s Silberman Business School.

He received a textile chemistry degree from Lowell Technological Institute in 1959. For his support and lifetime achievements, LaTorre received an honorary degree from UMass Lowell in 2007 and was recognized in 2004 with the Francis Cabot Lowell Award for outstanding achievement in business. Additionally, in 2014, he received the Distinguished Alumni Award from the Independent University Alumni Association.

He and his wife reside in Holmes Beach, Fla., and Sparta, N.J.
Broadcast journalist Judy Woodruff is the co-anchor and managing editor of “The PBS NewsHour with Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff.” She has covered politics and other news for more than three decades at CNN, NBC and PBS.

For 12 years, Woodruff served as anchor and senior correspondent for CNN, where her duties included anchoring “Inside Politics.” At PBS, she was the chief Washington correspondent for The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour.” From 1984 to 1990, she also anchored PBS’ award-winning weekly series, “Frontline with Judy Woodruff.”

Woodruff has served as a visiting professor at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy, as well as a visiting fellow at Harvard University’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy.

At NBC News, Woodruff was White House correspondent and later wrote the book, “This Is Judy Woodruff at the White House,” published in 1982.

Woodruff is a founding co-chair of the International Women’s Media Foundation, an organization dedicated to promoting women in communication industries worldwide. She serves on the boards of trustees of the Freedom Forum, the Newseum, The Duke Endowment and Urban Institute. She is a former member of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.

Woodruff is a graduate of Duke University, where she is a trustee emerita.

She is the recipient of the CINE Lifetime Achievement Award, the Edward R. Murrow Award for Lifetime Achievement in Broadcast Journalism/Television and the University of Southern California Walter Cronkite Award for Excellence in Television Political Journalism, among others.

She lives in Washington, D.C., with her husband, journalist Al Hunt. They are the parents of three children: Jeffrey, Benjamin and Lauren.

“I’ve been incredibly lucky to have a long career in journalism that has given me a front-row seat to some of the most important moments in modern American political life.”
Keith Lockhart is the second-longest-tenured conductor of the Boston Pops Orchestra since its founding in 1885. During his tenure, Lockhart has expanded the orchestra’s programming, focused on national annual touring and participated in major media events.

Lockhart has conducted more than 1,700 Boston Pops concerts, most of which have taken place during the orchestra’s spring and holiday seasons in Boston’s historic Symphony Hall. Perhaps the most significant key to his success is his ability to connect passionately with audiences through his engaging programs, his commitment to speaking directly from the stage and his inherent understanding of the importance of the Pops.

With a renewed commitment to bringing the Boston Pops into the Boston community and to important civic events, Lockhart and the Pops have appeared at gubernatorial and mayoral inauguration ceremonies; the annual tree lighting in Boston’s Public Garden; sporting events including Red Sox, Patriots, Bruins and Celtics games; and the memorial service for the Boston Marathon bombing victims.

Lockhart has led eight albums on the RCA Victor/BMG Classics label, including two—“The Celtic Album” and “The Latin Album”—that earned Grammy nominations.

In addition to occupying the Julian and Eunice Cohen Boston Pops Conductor chair, Lockhart serves as principal conductor of the BBC Concert Orchestra in London and as artistic director of the Brevard Music Center summer institute and festival in North Carolina.

Born in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Lockhart began his musical studies with piano lessons at the age of 7. He holds degrees from Furman University and Carnegie Mellon University, and honorary doctorates from several American universities.

He lives in Brookline with his wife, Attorney Emily Lockhart.

“\textit{I am truly honored to be able to address UMass Lowell’s Class of 2016. These graduates will face unprecedented challenges, but also unimagined opportunities and I look forward to joining the UMass Lowell community in giving them a rousing send-off.}”
Universities annually award honorary degrees during commencement exercises to individuals who have made significant contributions to the business, cultural, educational, industrial, moral, social, intellectual or physical welfare of society. Besides saying something about an individual who is the recipient of an honorary degree, the bestowing of such an honor says a great deal about the awarding institution. It is a statement of what values the institution holds most dear and what actions and accomplishments it holds in highest regard. The candidates presented today for the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters exemplify to the community some of those values and achievements with which the University of Massachusetts Lowell identifies.

JOHN F. KENNEDY '70

John Kennedy’s long record of philanthropy and commitment to UMass Lowell was recently recognized through the naming of the William J. and John F. Kennedy College of Sciences.

He and his older brother, Bill, who passed away in 1994, both graduated from programs in the College of Sciences. John Kennedy has parlayed his 1970 degree in mathematics from Lowell Tech, along with a master’s degree in accounting from UMass Amherst, into a successful career leading several firms.

Kennedy is the retired president and chief financial officer of Nova Ventures Corp. Nova Ventures is the management company for Nova Analytics and Nova Technologies, which he co-founded.

In addition to his support for the Kennedy College of Sciences, Kennedy has endowed multiple scholarships, underwritten the university’s Nanotechnology Research and Development Center in his brother’s memory and funded the Kennedy Family Basketball Court at the Tsongas Center.

He recently served as a member of the Chancellor Search Committee and is currently a member of the River Hawk Venture Fund Advisory Board. Additionally, he has served as chairman of the Kennedy College of Sciences Advisory Board, as a member of the former College of Management’s 50th Anniversary Campaign Committee, assistant coach to the golf team and as an adjunct professor in the Manning School of Business.

Kennedy received the university’s Distinguished Alumni Award in 2011. He resides in Naples, Fla., and Johns Island, S.C.

CHRIS COOPER

Chris Cooper is an American film actor, whose varied career has brought him opposite the likes of Meryl Streep, Matt Damon and The Muppets.

Recognized in 2003 with an Academy Award and a Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal of John Laroche in “Adaptation,”

Cooper attended the University of Missouri School of Drama and started his professional career on the New York stage.

But the character actor is best known for his big- and small-screen works including the recent Hulu original mini-series created by J.J. Abrams and based on Stephen King’s novel, “11/22/63,” about an English teacher going back in time to prevent the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Cooper co-stars as Al Templeton, the eccentric owner of a local diner, which houses the time portal.

He is set to portray the American author J.D. Salinger in the film “Coming Through the Rye.” Cooper appeared in the Boston-based film “The Town” alongside Ben Affleck, Blake Lively, Jeremy Renner and Rebecca Hall, and teamed up with Affleck again in the upcoming “Live By Night,” based on the novel by Dennis Lehane, and filmed partially in the Merrimack Valley.

In 2014, Cooper was seen in the role of supervillain Norman Osborn in “The Amazing Spider-Man 2.” He also appeared in John Wells’ film adaptation of the hit Broadway play “August: Osage County,” co-starring opposite Meryl Streep, Julia Roberts and Ewan McGregor.

Cooper and his wife, actress and writer Marianne Leone Cooper, reside on the South Shore of Massachusetts.
GRADUATES ARE IDENTIFIED BY DEGREE FOLLOWING A HOOD BAND COLOR SYSTEM:

**Academic Degrees**

Bachelor of Arts ................................................................. White
Master of Arts ................................................................. White
Bachelor of Liberal Arts .................................................. Cream
Bachelor of Science ......................................................... Yellow
Master of Science ............................................................ Yellow
Doctor of Science ............................................................ Yellow
Doctor of Philosophy ....................................................... Dark Blue

**Professional Degrees**

Doctor of Nursing ............................................................ Apricot
Doctor of Physical Therapy .............................................. Teal
Master of Education ......................................................... Light Blue
Education Specialist ......................................................... Light Blue
Bachelor of Science in Engineering ................................... Orange
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology ................ Orange
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Technology ..................... Orange
Master of Management Science in Manufacturing Engineering... Orange
Master of Science in Engineering ...................................... Orange
Doctor of Engineering ....................................................... Orange
Bachelor of Fine Arts ........................................................ Dark Brown
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration .................. Drab Brown
Master of Business Administration ..................................... Drab Brown
Master of Management Science .......................................... Drab Brown
Bachelor of Music ............................................................. Pink
Master of Music ................................................................. Pink

**Honorary Degree**

Doctor of Humane Letters ............................................... White
Doctoral Degree Recipients

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Doctor of Philosophy
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Hee Jung Lee
Dissertation: Employment and Juvenile Delinquency in South Korea

James M. Silver

Scott Matthew Walfield
Dissertation: Male Victims of Sexual Violence

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Physical Therapy
Zachery Edward Aguiar
Elyssa Pauline Boris
Steven Michael Bowen
Stephanie Lee Braceland
Karen Bumpus
Andrew Michael Buskey
Gloria Caballero De Bailey
Kathleen M. Campbell
Matthew Christopher Changelian
Elizabeth Chausee
Maxwell Joseph Collins
Heather E. Comstock
Alison H. Corwin
Daniel R. Coupe
Michelle M. Couture
Rose Crisci
Corey Jameson Deschene
Courtney Michele Dias
Sydney Galvin
Shawn C. Grace
Jessica Lynn Hopkins
Cristian Jimenez
Michael Gregory LaRochelle
Nicholas Francesco Liuzza
Jessica Lynch
Nicholas Stephen Marscher
Jenna Antonette Mattera
Carley E. Mills
Gia Maureen O’Connor
Maxwell Robert Shippen
Amanda Stuart
Tyler Thebeau
Volha Tsimoshchanka
Kyle Viveiros
Joseph Michael Young
Molly F. Zuccaro

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Doctor of Science
Work Environment
Ann Bauer
Dissertation: Developmental Effects of Analgesics State of the Epidemiologic Evidence
Pongsit Boonruksa
Dissertation: Nanoparticle Exposure Assessment of Carbon Nanotube Polymer Composites During Recycling and Finishing Operations
Natalie Marie Brouillette
Dissertation: Infection Risks in Home Healthcare
Homero Carlos Harari Freire
Dissertation: Contribution of Dermal and Inhalation Exposure

Ann Bauer
Dissertation: Developmental Effects of Analgesics State of the Epidemiologic Evidence
Pongsit Boonruksa
Dissertation: Nanoparticle Exposure Assessment of Carbon Nanotube Polymer Composites During Recycling and Finishing Operations
Natalie Marie Brouillette
Dissertation: Infection Risks in Home Healthcare
Homero Carlos Harari Freire
Dissertation: Contribution of Dermal and Inhalation Exposure

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Physical Therapy
Zachery Edward Aguiar
Elyssa Pauline Boris
Steven Michael Bowen
Stephanie Lee Braceland
Karen Bumpus
Andrew Michael Buskey
Gloria Caballero De Bailey
Kathleen M. Campbell
Matthew Christopher Changelian
Elizabeth Chausee
Maxwell Joseph Collins
Heather E. Comstock
Alison H. Corwin
Daniel R. Coupe
Michelle M. Couture
Rose Crisci
Corey Jameson Deschene
Courtney Michele Dias
Sydney Galvin
Shawn C. Grace
Jessica Lynn Hopkins
Cristian Jimenez
Michael Gregory LaRochelle
Nicholas Francesco Liuzza
Jessica Lynch
Nicholas Stephen Marscher
Jenna Antonette Mattera
Carley E. Mills
Gia Maureen O’Connor
Maxwell Robert Shippen
Amanda Stuart
Tyler Thebeau
Volha Tsimoshchanka
Kyle Viveiros
Joseph Michael Young
Molly F. Zuccaro

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Practice
Jocelyne Durrenberger
Dissertation: Kids. Pets. Life is Good. Pet Ownership and Quality of Life

Kalana Wijesinghe
Dissertation: Peptide Beacons for the Detection of Endotoxin

Elisabeth Ann Kast
Dissertation: Investigation into the Role of the Carbohydrate Chain During Endotoxin Aggregation

KENNEDY COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry
Srikanth Rao Agnihotra
Dissertation: Green Chemistry Synthesis and Kinetics of Aniline Polymerization
Thomas M. Feltrup
Dissertation: Analysis of Molecular Topography and Functional Activities to Decode Unique Features of Botulinum Neurotoxin Endopeptidase
Karina D. Allen-Ludwig
Dissertation: Peptide Beacons for the Detection of Endotoxin

KALI M. Pender-Phaneuf
Tai Christine Slyne

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The university’s doctoral gown is royal blue with black velvet accents for earned degrees and white for honorary.
Zhiwei Liu
*Dissertation:* Unnatural Fluorescent Amino Acids into Proteins for Molecular Zmerging in Living Cells

Qing Yu
*Dissertation:* Structural and Functional Studies on Mutacin 140 and its Analogs

Yi Zhang
*Dissertation:* Amyloid Beta/Light-Induced ROS Generation in Cells and the Protecting Effects of Antioxidants

**Computer Science**
Alessandro Simone Agnello
*Dissertation:* Human Information Interaction through Analysis of Communication

Sanjay Krishna Anbalagan
*Dissertation:* Visualization Framework for Personal Digital Monitoring Informatics

Xiang Ding
*Dissertation:* Understanding Mobile App Addiction and Promoting Physical Activities

Ke Huang
*Dissertation:* Unconstrained Smartphone Sensing and Empirical Study for Sleep Monitoring and Self-Management

You Li
*Dissertation:* Finding Network Communities using Random Walkers with Improved Accuracy

Zheng Li
*Dissertation:* Pattern and Event Matching Over Noisy Data Sequences

Robert R. Marceau
*Dissertation:* Partitioning Data to Minimize Cluster Overlap Using Multiple Visualization Views

Jing Xu
*Dissertation:* Modeling Choice Reaction Time and Predicting User Frustration for Mobile App Interactions

Xu Ye
*Dissertation:* Automatic Eating Detection Using Wearable Devices

**Physics**
Yucel Altundal
*Dissertation:* CURE Using High Z-Nanoparticles

David Anthony DiGiovanni
*Dissertation:* Polarimetric Scattering Behavior of Rough Deilerria Materials at Terahertz Frequencies

Hardeep Singh Gill
*Dissertation:* Molecular Photovoltaic Materials and Devices

Vikram Singh Prasher
*Dissertation:* Collective Excitations in Neutron-Rich W Nuclei and Optimizing Hole Mobilities for Gamma-Ray Tracking in GRETINA

Haizhou Ren
*Dissertation:* Femtosecond Laser Induced Formation of Nanostructures on Silicon and Silver Surfaces in Liquid Nitrogen

David Mark Slocum
*Dissertation:* Molecular Line Shape Analysis at Terahertz Frequencies Using Multispectral Fitting

Yan Wang
*Dissertation:* A New Dynamic Fluid-Kinetic Model within the Plasma sphere

Brian Michael Wells
*Dissertation:* Emission Modulation and Other Applications of Nonlocal Plasmonic Nanowire Metamaterials

Dennis Joseph Wirth
*Dissertation:* Device Methods Intraoperative Delineation

Qinghua Zhu
*Dissertation:* Conversion of Water and Carbon Dioxide into Methanol with Solar Energy on the Au/Co Nanostructured Surfaces

**Polymer Science**
Xuan Chen
*Dissertation:* Synthesis of Polylactide-Based Glycopolymers and Their Applications in Bacteria Detection and Inhibition

Jae Hyeung Park
*Dissertation:* Covalent Functionalization of Graphene by Perfluorophenyl Azide: Fundamental Chemistry and Synthesis of Hybrid Materials

**FRANCIS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

*Doctor of Philosophy*

**Civil Engineering**
Tugba Arsava
*Dissertation:* Progression Optimism Using Vehicular Origin-Destination Data

Curtis Tremaine Bradley
*Dissertation:* Modeling Short-Haul Intercity Travel Behavior and Impacts: The Feasibility of High Speed Rail Infrastructure

Chen Chen
*Dissertation:* Modeling the Effects of AADT on the Prediction of Multiple-Vehicle Crash Frequency for Urban Signalized Intersections

Sushma Srinivas
*Dissertation:* Development of an Optimization Based on Decision Model for Instrumenting a State Highway System
Computer Engineering
Min Suk Kim
Dissertation: A Study of Intelligent Dynamic Systems and Reinforcements Learning in a Distributed Multi-Agent Environment

Frank Lentine

Peilong Li
Dissertation: Heterogeneous Architecture for High Performance Big Data Analytics

Nasibeh Nasiri
Dissertation: Cost-Effective Programming for Maximum Power-Efficiency

Oren Segal
Dissertation: High Level and Energy Efficient Hardware/Software Co-Design of Heterogeneous Systems

Mohammad Imran Vakil
Dissertation: Information Theoretic Similarity Measures for Registration of Remotely Sensed Imagery

Electrical Engineering
Ambika Niranjan Bhatta
Dissertation: Image Based Theory of Scattering from Planar Surfaces with Application to Room Impulse Response

Lian Dai
Dissertation: A Novel Bessel Undulations SAW Device

Lalitha Srigouri Devarakonda
Dissertation: Battery Modeling and Investigation on the Effects of Relaxation Time

Mahdi Haghzadeh
Dissertation: Printed Ferroelectric BST/Polymer Nanocomposites

Adnan Golam Jamil
Dissertation: Electromagnetic Scattering Characteristics of Metamaterials in the Presence of Conducting Objects and Surfaces

Sagar Premnath Karalkar
Dissertation: Scalable Small Temperature and DC Hmt Model with Self Heating Effect for Mobile Communication by Multi Device Optimization

Nedc Li
Dissertation: Melon-A2D Material Beyond Graphene

Stephen Fernandez
Dissertation: Sizing of Photovoltaic/Wind Turbine Systems

Yancen Li
Dissertation: Optical Antenna-Coupled Quantum Dot Infrared Photodetection

Energy Engineering
Lingling Wang
Dissertation: Directed Assembly of Polymer Blends on Nanoscale Patterned Self Assembled Monolayers

Mechanical Engineering
Lisa Marie Dangora
Dissertation: Investigation into Temperature-Dependent Behaviors and Wrinkle Development During Forming of Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastic Composites

Cynthia Joan Mitchell
Dissertation: Modeling the Forming Process and Subsequent Cured Properties for a Textile-Reinforced Composite Material

Sergio Eduardo Obando
Dissertation: Use of Expansion of Highly Reduced Order Models

Siqi Wei
Dissertation: Electrospinning of Inorganic Fibers and Composite Fibers

Plastics Engineering
Xun Chen
Dissertation: Biobased Polymer Nanocomposites: Contributions from Interfacial Interactions and Shear Processing on Chain Dynamics and Structure-Property Relationships

Elia Cohen
Dissertation: Electronic and Electromechanical Soft Material Systems

Syed Hassan
Dissertation: Side Chain Liquid Crystalline Polymers: Tuning Gas Permeability with External Stimuli

Gabriel Antonio Mendible Rodriguez
Dissertation: Applications of Transient Cooling Simulations in Injection Molding

Amir Moshe
Dissertation: Transient Constitutive Modeling of Polymer Melts

Tehila Nahum
Dissertation: Durable Superhydrophobic Coatings

Lingling Wang
Dissertation: Directed Assembly of Polymer Blends on Nanoscale Patterned Self Assembled Monolayers

Haikun Xu
Dissertation: Light Activated Shape Memory Hybrids for Bioactuation

Jinde Zhang
Dissertation: Impact of Recycling on CNTs Filled Polymers

Doctor of Engineering
Andres F. Rigail
Dissertation: Bio-Based Aliphatic Epoxy Clay Nanocomposites

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Language Arts and Literacy
Becky A. Groothuis
Dissertation: The Nature of Parent-Child Talk During the Sharing of Science Trade Books at Home

Leadership in Schooling
Charles Addae
Dissertation: A Faculty Perspective of the Nature of a Small Learning Community and its Impact on the Learning of Urban Racial Minority Students

Caitlin Colombo Cummings

Gregory G. Fitzsimons
Dissertation: School Leadership, School Governance, and Reform: A Case Study of Lowell, Massachusetts, 1826-1933

Jean-Marie Cogburn Kahn
Dissertation: Round Practices in Square Classrooms: The Interaction of Structure, Practice, Student Learning, and Teacher Beliefs

Julie Boland Kelley
Dissertation: Thinking about Learning in Mathematics: Understanding Why and How Teachers Promote The Development of Self-Regulated Learners Through Instruction

Steven Charles Meyer
Dissertation: Situated Learning and Principal Professional Development

Robert Michaud
Dissertation: Teacher Learning in a Data Team: A Social Constructivist Perspective
Shanna Rose Thompson  
*Dissertation: An Ethnographic Inquiry Into the Dynamic Nature of the Resilience Building Process of Teachers in an Alternative High School*

Mathematics and Science Education  
Deirdre W. Donovan  
*Dissertation: Reasoning and Procedural Strategies of College Level Introductory Statistics Students Solving Standard Deviation Problems*

Shanley Jane Heller  
*Dissertation: Attitudes and Preferences of AP Calculus Students in Using Multiple Representations to Solve Accumulation Function Problems*

Monica M. Maldari  
*Dissertation: An Analysis of Physical Activity Behaviors and Self-Efficacy in an Undergraduate Wellness Course*

Elizabeth Ann Often  
*Dissertation: “Pieces, Parts and Quotients: Investigating Children’s Reasoning on Tasks Involving Fraction and Fractional Numbers”*

Edward Tonelli Jr.  
*Dissertation: Integrating Concepts and Skills: Slope and Kinematics Graphs*

Almuthanna Khalaf Ahmed Alkaraki  
*Dissertation: Bioinformatics Analysis of Exosomal Lendospinal Fluid Proteins in Late Stages of Alzheimer Disease*

Ekaterina Ivanovna Galkina  
*Dissertation: Discovery of Complex Geomedical Patterns Using Visual Analytics*

Manijeh N. Goldberg  
*Dissertation: Chitosan Sponge Embedded with Nanoparticles for Topical Mucosal Delivery*

Jessica Rose Hiatt  
*Dissertation: Dosimetry for the Model S700 Electronic Brachytherapy Source and an Independent Evaluation of the NIST Air-Kerma Rate Standard*

Syed Naveed Abbas Zaidi  
*Dissertation: Orthostatic Stress and Cardiovascular Parameters*
Bachelor’s & Master’s Degree Recipients

HONORS KEY
Cl = Cum Laude
MCL = Magna Cum Laude
SCL = Summa Cum Laude
HC = Honors College

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

COLLEGE DEANS
Luis M. Falcón, Dean
Andrew Harris, Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Programs
Julie Nash, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Francis Talty, Assistant Dean

FACULTY
Department of Art and Design
Pouya Afshar, Assistant Professor
James Coates, Professor
Jehanne-Marie Gavarini, Professor
Ingrid Hess, Assistant Professor
Wael Kamal, Lecturer
Regina Milan, Lecturer
Arno Minkinen, Professor
Stephen Mishol, Associate Professor
Michael Rabinovich, Assistant Professor
Karen Roehr, Associate Professor
Pavel Romaniko, Visiting Assistant Professor
Michael Roudy, Visiting Lecturer
James Veatch, Associate Professor
Ellen Wetmore, Associate Professor

School of Criminology and Justice Studies
Kimberly Bender, Visiting Assistant Professor
Lorenzo Boyd, Lecturer
Eve Buzawa, Professor
James Byrne, Professor
Angela Callahan, Visiting Instructor
Joel Day, Assistant Professor
James Forest, Professor
Andrew Harris, Associate Professor
Christopher Harris, Associate Professor
Kareem Jordan, Associate Professor
Cathy Levey, Lecturer
Melissa Morabito, Associate Professor
Wilson Palacios, Associate Professor
April Pattavina, Associate Professor
Jason Rydberg, Assistant Professor
Neil Shortland, Visiting Lecturer
Kelly Socia, Assistant Professor
Rebecca Stone, Lecturer
Paul Tracy, Professor

Department of World Languages and Cultures
Danielle Boutwell, Instructor
Brian Brown, Visiting Lecturer
Jennifer Cadero-Gillette, Lecturer
George Chigas, Lecturer
Giulia Po DeLisle, Lecturer
Marie Frank, Associate Professor
Maria Matz, Associate Professor
Sheryl Postman, Professor
Kirsten Swenson, Assistant Professor
Carole Salmon, Associate Professor

Department of Economics
Michelle Bazin, Lecturer
Michael Carter, Associate Professor
Monica Galuzzi, Professor
Nien-Huei Jiang, Lecturer
David Kingsley, Assistant Professor
Supriya Lahiri, Professor
William Lazonick, Professor
Gary Lyn Assistant, Professor
Carol McDonough, Professor
Philip Moss, Professor
Shakil Quayes, Assistant Professor
Tommaso Tempsi, Assistant Professor
Walter Toomey, Lecturer
David Tutcorre, Research Professor

Department of English
Diana Archibald, Associate Professor
Todd Avery, Associate Professor
Laura Barefield, Associate Professor
Shelley Barish, Assistant Professor
Michael Black, Assistant Professor
Dina Bozicas, Lecturer
Ann Dean, Associate Professor
Shelli DeMarkles, Instructor
Todd Tietchen, Assistant Professor

Department of History
Christopher Carlsmith, Professor
Abigail Chandler, Assistant Professor
Shehong Chen, Associate Professor
Andrew Drenas, Visiting Lecturer
Lisa Edwards, Associate Professor
Robert Forrant, Professor
Elizabeth Herbin-Triant, Assistant Professor

Frank Sousa, Professor
Max Ubelaker, Lecturer
Sandra Lim, Assistant Professor
Robin Mangino, Lecturer
Bridget Marshall, Associate Professor
Tracy Michaels, Visiting Instructor
Marlowe Miller, Professor
W. Michael Millner, Associate Professor
Keith Mitchell, Associate Professor
Julie Nash, Associate Professor
Melissa Pennell, Professor
Kevin Petersen, Lecturer
Jill Pruett, Lecturer
Jelena Runic, Lecturer
Brian Saxton, Lecturer
Nancy Selleck, Associate Professor
Katherine Shrieves, Lecturer
Jonathan Silverman, Associate Professor
Ashlie Sponenberg Lecturer
Maureen Stanton Associate Professor
Rita Sullivan Lecturer
Anthony Szczesiul Associate Professor
Todd Tietcan Assistant Professor
Jenna Vinson, Assistant Professor
Dale Young, Assistant Professor

Robert Forrant, Professor
Elizabet Herbin-Triant, Assistant Professor

16
Paul Keen, Assistant Professor
Chad Montrie, Professor
Michael Pierson, Professor
Mairead Pratschke, Lecturer
Fletcher Smith, Visiting Lecturer
Christoph Strobel, Associate Professor
Patrick Young, Associate Professor

Department of Music
John-Morgan Bush, Lecturer
Alexander Case, Associate Professor
Ramon Castillo, Lecturer
Timothy Crain, Lecturer
Gena Greher, Professor
Elissa Johnson-Green, Assistant Professor
Christopher Lee, Visiting Lecturer
Garrett Michaelsen, Assistant Professor
Joshua Millard, Lecturer
William Moylan, Professor
Meg Ruby, Lecturer
John Shirley, Professor
Paula Telesco, Associate Professor
Brandon Vaccaro, Lecturer
Daniel Walzer, Assistant Professor
Alan Williams, Associate Professor

Department of Political Science
Heidi Furey, Lecturer
Carol Hay, Associate Professor
Christa Hodapp, Lecturer
John Kaag, Associate Professor
Whitley Kaufman, Professor
Jose Mendoza, Assistant Professor
Eric Nelson, Associate Professor
Bassam Romaya, Assistant Professor
Rohan Sikri, Visiting Lecturer

Jeffrey Gerson, Associate Professor
Mona Kleinberg, Assistant Professor
Morgan Marietta, Assistant Professor
Ardeth Thawnghmung, Professor
Noel Twagirumungu, Visiting Assistant Professor
Jenifer Whitten-Woodring, Assistant Professor
John Wooding, Professor

Department of Psychology
Christopher Allen, Visiting Assistant Professor
Doreen Arcus, Associate Professor
Michael Bar-Johnson, Visiting Lecturer

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The chancellor’s party is led by the sheriff of Middlesex County, our oldest law enforcement role.
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Art and Design
Spring Award of Excellence in Studio Art
Adrienne Harris

Spring Award of Excellence in Interactive Media
Lisa Pena

Spring Senior Studio Award in Interactive Media
Lisa Pena

Spring Senior Studio Award in Graphic Design
Jenna Freitas
Alana Kelley

Spring Senior Studio Award in Illustration
Colin Piette

Award of Excellence for Art and Design Minor
Ayah Awadallah

Betty Hegner Penna Bianca Award
Jacqueline C. Rozett

Fall Senior Studio Award in Graphic Design
Kristen Racamato

Fall Award of Excellence in Animation
Kristen Racamato

Fall Senior Studio Award in Studio Art
Carlos Pujols

Fall Senior Studio Award in Painting
Joshua Rondeau

Bachelor Of Liberal Arts
Academic Excellence Award
Kathleen Ann Gadsby
Krista Arielle Perryman

Criminal Justice
Outstanding Undergraduate Students
Dennis R. Arsenault
Joshua Barbera
Sean Andrew Bender
Chantal Nicole Diodati
John Timothy Ford
Monica Catherine Gray
Sarah Kate Herrick
Anna Nguyen Le
Matthew Nielsen
Richard Thomas Spaulding
Matthew Thomas Sullivan
Melissa Beverly Vaillancourt
Jason Scott Vanasse

Center for Terrorism and Security Studies Outstanding Student Award
Nicholas Imperillo

Graduate Student Awards
Outstanding Graduate Students
William R. Amerena
Ryan P. Brothers
Kevin J. Daly
Justyna A. Dorris
Anthony M. Frongillo
Margaret Susan George
Sean F. McAskill
Timothy K. Powers
Thomas R. Scotti
Jenny D. Sousa

Outstanding Ph.D. Student
James M. Silver

Gerald T. Hotaling Award for Outstanding Research
Scott M. Walfield

Academic Excellence Award
Heejung Lee

World Languages and Cultures
Outstanding Academic Achievement in Languages
Emmit Harrow (Italian/Spanish)
Amanda Lacroix (French)
Orquidia Paulino (Spanish)

Economics
Outstanding Academic Achievement in Economics
Victoria Cote
Flavio Da Silva Souza
Daniel Muise

English
Outstanding English Major Awards
Vincent Cheney
Brian Hunt
Alexa Lambert
Kelsey McDonough
Alexia Morton
Jason Norman
Nhu To Pham
Christian Robichaud
Nicolas Simollardes

History
Outstanding Academic Achievement in History
Nicholas Gates
Timothy Judge
Bridget Kelleher
Roger Schwitalla

Music
Michael K. Anderson Scholarship
Cody Morgan
Ruth Ashley Music Scholarship
Julie Haas

Class of 1954 State Teacher's College Endowment
Fallyn Lenzi

Paul Gayzagian Memorial Scholarship
Paul Delabruere

Mark Levine SRT Scholarship
Sean Patterson
COMMENCEMENT FACT: Hoods identify the level of degree attained by the width of the band and the length of the hood; the academic or professional nature of the degree by the color of the band and the institution awarding the degree by the colors of the hood lining.
Economic and Social Development of Regions

Anthony R. Attachi
Anne Catherine Chalupka
Minhao Li
Amanda Suzanne Macchia
Liwen Mu
Dan Zhao

Peace and Conflict Studies

Emmanuel Y. Agyapong
Garikipati Anusha
Osathannwren Evbu
Atohengbe
Marco Tulio Banegas-Flores
Kevin Michael Copson
Iyonawan E. Erhabor
Amir A Amir Hussein
Savithra Himal Chandula
Jayasekara
Kameo Cahill LeLievre
Li Li
Vasili Mardari
Nigbayilola Kikelomo
Odesanya
Michele Frances Ross
Teresa Varriale Gonzalez
Fahmina Zaman

Security Studies

William Richard Amerena
Ryan Patrick Brothers
Kevin J. Daly
Teagan Paige Davis
Darin A. Diller
Kaitlin Ewald
Onyedikachi Chidubem
Ezuma
Andrew George Feole
Andrew T. Fleming
Nulise Francois
Brian Michael Gill
William G. Giordano
Ryan William Kennedy
Kyle Stephen Kislowski
Hany Kubba
Sean Fuller McAskill
Maxime Xavier Mckenna
Timothy Karl Powers
Steven F. Sforza
Turk Shallhoub
Dayna E. Stevens

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Criminal Justice

Derek R. Aalerud
Justin Louis Agraz
Boluwatife Florence Akande
Robert Joseph Allen Jr.
Jeffrey Scott Almonacid
Christine Marie Amendola
Renoel Calma Amogawin
Dennis R. Arsenault
Quabah C. Bantu
Joshua J. Barbera
Alexa Isabel Barcelona
Brianna Ashly Beam
Adrian Arturo Beato
Sean Andrew Bender
Silvia Rosa Berrio
Ariel J. Berry
Kevin Charles Billings
Marta Bobinski
Matthew William Bodwell
Tanezsha L. Bostic-Woodley
Daniel James Bourque
Elizabeth Ann Brady
Laura Ann Britton
Taryn Joy Brotherton
Ryan Mark Burnett
Civic Mitchell Burston

Michael Caban
Sean Matthew Callahan
Micaelagh R. Campbell
Diane M. Campbell-Pattnode
Carlos Manuel Carmona
Jessica Castillo
Robert Cecchini
Jordan Anthony Cellucci
Zachary James Cerovac
Christopher Robert Chenard
Comfort P. Chieh
Alycia Pauline Cluff
Kristine Conroy
Steven Edward Conroy
Joseph Vincent Consolmagno
Kevin Adrian Conway
Alison Eve Couch
Kyle William Coulter
Brian Timothy Coutu
Andre Ovelia Crevier
Norma Crispin
David Elijah Gale MCL
Timothy William Grove
Nicholas Bradley Kearns
Jesse Hanna Khourey
Kyle Alexander Kirouac CL
Anthony M. Lenzi CL
Matthew Kelly Mahoney
Patrick Thomas McManaman
Daniel Raposo Medeiros MCL
Phillip Joseph Minard
Justin Rosales Oppus CL
Cameron S. Parmenter
Sean Michael Patterson CL
Silas Cartier Price
Leandro Jose Quezada Gomez CL
Joseph Noel Quigley
Patrick Normand Rowe CL
Riley Freeman Serino
Victoria Lynn Sidoti
Michael Christopher Swarce
Drew Theran
Corey Henk Zwart

BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS

Jennifer L. Abreu
Jeanette Anderson
Shauna Asci
Shayna Elizabeth Baglio CL
Eugene J. Bakinowski
Jonathan Scott Calisi
Andrea L. Carter SCL
Fadia Chahine
Christyn Siap Mae Chee
James Chong SCL
Edmund David Clifford
Aidan Edward Courtright
Brandi Lee Dado MCL
Alexandra Delu Cruz
Tara Lyndsey Desmarais CL
Jennifer DeWitt
Joseph Christopher Downes-Berry
Emily Drury MCL
Rachel C. Durant
Matthew Joseph Fischelli
David Christopher Fredriksen CL
Kathleen Ann Gadsby CL
Christine G. George
Theresa Lynn Glover SCL
April Goulart
Diana L. Gray
Lauren Griffin
James Erin Gruenezner
Abigail Grullon CL
Hugh Tingle Gwyn
Ryan E. Haggett
William Richard Alexander Hargreaves SCL
Audrey Louise Hawkins CL
Megan Marie Healey
Colleen Murphy Heggarty
Gracie De Mello Hilario
Matthew Edward Hodgkiss
Mindi Mary Holland MCL
Katherine Holloran
Jennifer L. Hoff
Camiren Jo Humphrey CL
Jon Hutcheson
Anna Jespersen SCL
Connor McLoughlin Johnson MCL
Conor Mark Johnson
Alexandra B. Julien
Michala Ann Jurchak
Andrew Karpowicz
Amy Louise Kiesel
Jeremy Joseph Krugh
Lacey M. Leonard
Christine Taylor Lessard
Carlos Vlaimir Lora
Dawn Michelle Love MCL
Stephanie Grant Maheu
Lonnie Sue Maldonado
Wayne A. Marquis
Carlos Henrique Mattos
Clay McGarvey Menardy
Calvina Milen
Erin K. Nagle
Chanthou Neung-Sek
Francis Ije Nwankwo
Michele L. O’Brien MCL
Devon Cady Pattershall
Krista Arielle Perryman MCL
Awilda Mercedes Pimentel
Rachelle Pryor
Luz Estella Quiros-Mora
Briania Claudia Roldan
Madeline Jennifer Rose
Laura Jean Rothwell MCL
Yasmin M. Ruiz
Julie Marie Saunders
Derek Delroy Scarlett
Jonathan S. Shapiro MCL
Kathleen A. Simpson
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Heather C. Steele
Nicole S. Stiling SCL
Danilo J. Suriel
Alicia Marie Surkus
Denise M. Talty MCL
Amanda Leigh Thompson CL
Julianne Rebekah Tilley
Robert Anthony Trepanier
Michael Shane Wade
Lea Fay White
Zachary Coltan Whitman
Amy Whitney-Perry
Bryan Joseph Wilkins SCL
Scott A. Winn MCL
Lynne M. Wimnet MCL
Vathy Serey Yok

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Art
Ashley A. Bolis
Nicholas D. Broadway
Tyler Anthony Catalano
Tianwei Du CL
Isidro Estevez
Jenna Mary Freitas MCL
Kelly Anne Freitas MCL
Elena Carmela Giurleo
Duvivier D. Guignard
Adrienne Dolores Harris
Cynthia Hoac
Christopher JeanGilles
Kya Lianne Kaster
Alana Theresa Kelley MCL
Adele Marie Kneeland
Adam Drew Koles
Derek Paul Kunze
Daniel Joseph Laderoute
Matthew Paul L’Heureux
Jiayi K. Lin
Joseph Donald A. MacLean MCL
Kerri Brianna McCarthy CL
Jillian Kay Merrill
Anya Jennifer Nelson CL
Peter John Ostrowski
Emily Susan Pacht CL
Samantha J. Palermo
Lisette Elizabeth Pena MCL
Colin Andrew Piette CL
Carlos Pujols MCL
Kristen Mary Racamato MCL
Haley Marie Regal
Nicole Renee Roberts CL
Joshua Alexander Rondeau
Jacqueline Christina Rozett MCL
Matthew S. Shea
Jeffrey Allan Stein
Cynthia Tocio
Sonya Lellia Vaughn CL

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Economics
Jeremiah Gardner Callahan
Andrew C. Cataldo
Benjamin Robert Clifford MCL
Victoria Lynn Cote SCL
Justin Crosby
Flavio Douglas da Silva Souza HC, SCL
Timothy Brian Davis CL
Nicholas Patrick Fern
Josep Allen Flynn MCL
Denis M. Gingras
Emir Hankour CL
Ethan Kane
Cameron Stephen Kelley
Jay Trefle Marchand
David Russell Martin
Peter Douglas Membrino
Daniel Louis Muise HC, SCL
Gregory Winston Gray Naugler CL
Adeedoyin Abdulatif Okenlawon MCL
Stephanie Lynn Rheume
Nicholas Edward Rixford
Justin M. Sullivan
Andrew L. Whittier

English
Nicholas Joseph Amadeo
Daniel Andrade Amaral CL
Joseph Jeffrey Antognoni
Ayah Adam Awadallah HC, SCL
Jacquelyn May Barrett
Lauren Alyssa Bartlett
Moniphal Bing CL
Richard Lewis Budd
Gabrielle Esther Carrick
Vincent P. Cheney MCL
Tonya Marie Collier
Brendan Michael Collins
Kayola Sueann Davis-Tabb
Padraic John Donovan
Frederick Daniel Duquet CL
Clarissa Anne Eaton SCL
Jeanette L. Ellis
Vanessa Lee Furu
College of Health Sciences

College Deans

Shortie McKinney, Dean
Deirdra Murphy, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Student Success
Eugene Rogers, Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Pauline Ladebauche, Assistant Dean
Karen Melillo, Interim Dean, School of Nursing
Mehdi Boroujerdi, Dean of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences

Faculty

Department of Clinical Laboratory and Nutritional Sciences
Renee Barrile, Lecturer
Amy Burnell, Lecturer
Ki-Young Byun, Lecturer
Lynn DiBenedetto, Lecturer
Arlee Dulak, Lecturer
Mahdi Garelnabi, Associate Professor
Brenda Geiger, Lecturer
Nancy Goodyear, Assistant Professor

World Languages and Cultures

Marie L. Caprio, MCL
Cristina Lynn Coffill
Tara Lynn Connolly
Luisanna Crespo
Emmitt Krimski Harrow
Amanda Kennette Lacroix
Stanley Ovile
Orquidia Paulino, CL
Ashley Ramirez
Aleksandra Ranevska
Cary Yumil Trinidad

Department of Community Health and Sustainability

Leland Ackerson, Associate Professor
Nicolette Champagne, Chair, Associate Professor
Steven Coughlin, Visiting Professor
Rebecca Foco, Lecturer
Robert Holmes, Lecturer
A. James Lee, Associate Professor
Craig Slatin, Chair,

College of Health Sciences

College Deans

Shortie McKinney, Dean
Deirdra Murphy, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Student Success
Eugene Rogers, Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Pauline Ladebauche, Assistant Dean
Karen Melillo, Interim Dean, School of Nursing
Mehdi Boroujerdi, Dean of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences

Faculty

Department of Clinical Laboratory and Nutritional Sciences
Renee Barrile, Lecturer
Amy Burnell, Lecturer
Ki-Young Byun, Lecturer
Lynn DiBenedetto, Lecturer
Arlee Dulak, Lecturer
Mahdi Garelnabi, Associate Professor
Brenda Geiger, Lecturer
Nancy Goodyear, Assistant Professor

World Languages and Cultures

Marie L. Caprio, MCL
Cristina Lynn Coffill
Tara Lynn Connolly
Luisanna Crespo
Emmitt Krimski Harrow
Amanda Kennette Lacroix
Stanley Ovile
Orquidia Paulino, CL
Ashley Ramirez
Aleksandra Ranevska
Cary Yumil Trinidad

Department of Community Health and Sustainability

Leland Ackerson, Associate Professor
Nicolette Champagne, Chair, Associate Professor
Steven Coughlin, Visiting Professor
Rebecca Foco, Lecturer
Robert Holmes, Lecturer
A. James Lee, Associate Professor
Craig Slatin, Chair,
Ramraj Gautam, Lecturer
Marni Kellogg, Visiting Professor
Lori Keough, Assistant Professor
Valerie King, Clinical Assistant Professor
Margaret Knight, Associate Professor, Associate Chair
Ainat Koren, Associate Professor
Margaret Laccetti, Assistant Professor
Patricia MacCulloch, Clinical Assistant Professor
Barbara Mawn, Professor
Diana McAuliffe, Visiting Professor
Kristen McDonald, Visiting Professor
Annette McDonough, Assistant Professor
Sandra Mote, Clinical Assistant Professor
Anya Peters, Assistant Professor
Brenna Quinn, Assistant Professor
Shellice Simons, Associate Professor
Laurie Soroken, Clinical Assistant Professor
Celeste Tremblay, Clinical Associate Professor
Jennifer Wilbur, Clinical Assistant Professor
Yuan Zhang, Assistant Professor

Department of Physical Therapy
Kyle Coffey, Lecturer
Gerard Dybel, Associate Professor
Michele Fox, Lecturer
Keith Hallbourg, Clinical Associate Professor
Eric James, Associate Professor
Linda Kahn-D’Angelo, Professor

Pei-Chun Kao, Assistant Professor
Erika Lewis, Chair, Associate Professor
Andrea Mendes, Visiting Professor
JoAnn Morarity-Baron, Lecturer
Connie Seymour, Associate Professor
Joyce White, Associate Professor
Yi-Ning Wu, Assistant Professor

Department of Work Environment
Dhimiter Bello, Associate Professor
Maria Brunette, Associate Professor
Bryan Buchholz, Chair, Professor
David Kriebel, Professor
William Mass, Professor
Laura Punnett, Professor
Margaret Quinn, Professor
Susan Woskie, Professor

Public Health
Molly Post

Work Environment
Alfredo Alexis Parker-Vega

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Department of Clinical Laboratory and Nutritional Sciences
Joseph P. Farina Professional Development Award
Keely Harper
Robert Nicolosi Research Award
Elizabeth Eaton
Kay Doyle Clinical Practitioner’s Award
Kassie Pavlakos
Samantha Queiroz
Professional Development Award Nutritional Sciences
Eilish Faherty

Exercise Physiology
Exercise Physiology Award of Excellence
Michael Chiauzzi
Dylan Doucett
Abigail Sheehan

Practicum Excellence Award
Tara Affanato
Katherine Bilodeau
Michael Chiauzzi
Jeremy Garneau
Stanley Rodrigues
Michelly Santos

Award of Excellence
Steven Bowen
Heather Comstock
Daniel Coupe

Clinical Excellence Award
Jessica Hopkins
Cristian Jimenez
Nicholas Marscher
Kyle Viveiros

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

DEAN’S AWARDS
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Sherry Bhalla
Martha Stackhouse

Exercise Physiology
Jennifer Lomonte

Nursing
Nadine L. Burke
Crista Harb
Alyssa Willette

Nutritional Science
Danielle DeGaspe

Physical Therapy
Gia O’Connor

School of Nursing
Bruce Z. Arakelian Scholarship
Anna Kleis
Solomon Family Scholarship Award
Molly Bryant
Jacqueline Puliafico Scholarship Award
Heather Woo
Madonna Schromm Nursing Scholarship Award
Madeline Kamb

Robert and Donna Manning Scholarship
Courtney Angel
Shalin Liu Award for Academic Excellence
Tanyaradzwa Vazhure
Shalin Liu Internship
Maggie Scacca

Shirley Cyronnis Scholarship
Erneston Maurissaint

Lowell General Hospital Endowed Scholarship
Matthew Fowler

Department of Work Environment
Harriet Hardy
Homero Harari-Freire

Lukman Hakim Tarigan Award
Ann Bauer
Lorin Kerr Award
Chuan Sun

Work Environment Scholarship
Natalie Brouillette Thach
Daniel Oyere

Barry Commoner
Pongsit Boonruska
Debra Darby

Faculty Teaching Excellence Award
Laura Punnett

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The American code requires the mortar board for degree levels below the doctorate and permits the use of either the soft or hard cap with the doctoral gown.
GRADUATE AWARDS

DEAN’S AWARDS
Clinical Laboratory and Nutritional Sciences
Christianto Putra

School of Nursing
Mereditih Abel
Pamela Delis
Tai Christine Slyne

Public Health
Berline Akwe

Health Informatics and Management
Alison Scarry

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
School of Nursing
Futrell Scholarship Award
Pamela Delis
Cherlie Magny-Normilus

Eileen C. Bean, RN, Memorial Scholarship
Nancy Curran
Kara Evans
Tabitha Gad
Julie Simoneau

Susan M. Reece Graduate Nursing Diversity
Lucy Muigai

Work Environment
Ankit Patel

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS
Clinical Laboratory and Nutritional Sciences
Dhuha Fawaz H Alsayrafi

School of Nursing
Jayne Laurin Kinney
Cigy Methratta
Somsak Thojampa

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Hatim Mansour M Abulola
Dhuha Fawaz H Alsayrafi
Jessica Lynn Archer
Angelee Marie Banda
Conseatta Drake
Stacey Noel Dybel
Amanda Jean Higgins
Nargis Jahan
Gerald Kinyua
Wen Long Kuang
Zahra Mazhar
Lauren Tess Metzler
Sarit Mizrachi
Christianto Putra
Priscilla Stephens
Yanci Tong
Stephen Sean Young

Health Informatics and Management
Chinmayi Appajigowda
Lauren Amanda Arkind
Douglas Christopher Baker
Carmen Casillas-Sweeney
Sovanlouri Chim
Barbara J. Costello
Cheryl A. Crosby
Rachel Greer
Christian N. Hbaiter
Davin C. Janicki
Nishi Kohli
Arthur Michael Lauretano
Cheryl Mackay
Sumitha Mathur
Barbara J. Miner
Kimberly Poussard
Alison M. Scarry
Victoria Brooke Smith
Nicole Starrrett
Shelagh Marie Sullivan
Biniam Tekeste
Jacquelyn Thomas
Hotenzia Makombo
Wakadha

Nursing
Charlene Badolato
Angela Blazis
Francesca Carmone
Megan-Rose Comeiro
Nancy Anne Curran
Nadine-Christine Daou
Kayla Liany Del Valle
Brook Donovan
Kara N. Evans
Arlene Flynn
Meredith Lee Julian
Jenna Lin
Dorothee Mireille Louis
Cigy Methratta
Mary E. Moccia
Colette M. Montoni
Hayley Ann Nichols
Charmy B. Patel
Vinita A. Patel
Kristen Ryan
Bethany Cara Vrouhas
Nicole Marie Warner

Work Environment
Daisy L. Bilenkin
James Billings Bradosky
Meghan Alexis Callanan
Emily Jane Chaves
Grady Martha Dante
Debra C. Darby
Rhoda Rushdi Gindi
Pascal Kalin
Victor Gonzalez Lopez
Alfredo Alexis Parker-Vega
Ankit Hemant Patel
Kevin Douglas Schott
Noor Nahar Sheikh
Jin Xu

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Public Health
Berline Akwe
Ernest Boakye Dankwa
Sabra M. Kasozi
Martine G. Megnibeto
Luis Enrique Raudales
Villafranca
Rosemary Wangui Rungu

COMMENCEMENT FACT: Although the academic costume worn today in American commencement ceremonies evolved from the clerical robes of the Middle Ages, it was not officially adopted until 1895.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Hafsat Abdullahi Gumel MCL
Nicole Gina Adams MCL
Om Kanta Adhikari MCL
Michelle Marie Alavyero Hallie Putman-Mills Bardsley CL
Sherry Paul Bhalla CL
Margaret Rose Brousseau MCL
Sreyrosys Chhim MCL
Dalis Dam CL
Mellisa Jane DeAndrade CL
Dalis Dam CL
Mellisa Jane DeAndrade CL
Dalis Dam CL
Mellisa Jane DeAndrade CL
Yasmer Zorrilla
Emily Susan Yeh
Sarah Elizabeth Troche
Emily Cecelia Sweet
Martha Vi Stackhouse SCL
Emily Cecelia Sweet SCL
Sarah Elizabeth Troche SCL
Emily Susan Yeh MCL
Yasmer Zorrilla
Community Health
Janae D. Lundstrom
Zhou Xiao
Environmental Health
Veronica Chudik MCL
Samantha Anne Couture CL
Shanene Marie Pierce MCL
Exercise Physiology
Tara E. Affannato CL
Andrea JoAnn Arena MCL
Tamara Merri Arnold CL
Dominique Nicole Auger SCL
Michael Patrick Barton CL
Kiernan Michael Beal CL
Lauren Elsey Bertolami CL
Katherine Jane Bloude CL
Kristi Bimbi MCL
Alyssa Mary Blanchard MCL
Kylie Paige Blodgett
Alexandria Nanette Boucher CL
Raquel Lima Branco CL
Hailey Margaret Bulso CL
Robb Abraham Carroll SCL
Eric Alexander Chajon
Michael Evan Chiauzzi SCL
Matthew James Colomba
Karla Maria Contreras CL
Brittany Elizabeth DaSilva
Stephen James DeBay CL
Nicholas Thomas DeLosa CL
Kristina Robyn DeRosier MCL
Jessica Marie Dion MCL
Dylan Melvin Doucette CL
Lindsey Alice Doucette CL
Jeffrey David Falco MCL
Rory Michelle Feeney CL
Lauren Marie Feole
Peter Silva Figueiredo CL
Kayley S. Fleming CL
William Joseph Foley CL
Rachel Elizabeth Forgione
Jack Allon Freedman
Jeremy L. Garneau CL
Robert Steven Green
Antoine Joseph Haddad
Marielle Jean Handley SCL
Joshua D. Igoe-Muzoorewa CL
Samantha Rose Kroll CL
Nicholas Paul Kupchaunis CL
Han Heather Le CL
Anna Jean LeBlanc CL
Brittany Marie Lento CL
Marissa Kathleen Leoni MCL
Johnathan Joseph
L’Hommedieu CL
Jennifer Rose Lomonte SCL
Jason Daniel Longo CL
Colin Edward MacIsaac
Paige Dorothy Maguire
Jarrod Alexander McDowell SCL
Kaitlyn Maria McHugh HC, MCL
Isaiah Alexander Meekins CL
Gabriella Sofia Merrill
MaryKatherine N. Mey
Ashley Nicole Michals MCL
Brianna Milley CL
Anthia Suchie Mo
Michael Maroun Mouawad
Cody Ryan Munoz CL
Kristina Marie Murray MCL
Christian Alfonso Navarro SCL
Veronica Njeri Ngige CL
Domenic Guy Nicolosi
Haily Brigitte O’Malley CL
Cari Ann O’Shea MCL
Jessica Rose Parsons CL
Lucas Samuel Parsons SCL
Darshna Patel
Palak R. Patel MCL
Jacqueline Marina Pelleccchia
Matthew R. Pelletier CL
Bridget Anne Persico CL
Patrick Kevin Pham
Diwesh Poudyal CL
Cynthia Ann Rolls MCL
Matthew Lincoln Rauso CL
Stanley D. Rodrigues MCL
Rachel Amelia Rowe MCL
Allison Mary Saffie CL
Michelly P. Santos CL
Rebecca Leigh Sauter
Michael David Carenza Schol MCL
Abigail Catherine Sheehan HC, SCL
Marc Shibilia
Brittany Smith CL
Raquel Lynn Smith CL
Brooke Sousa CL
Meaghan Ashley Souza MCL
Kenji Sugawara MCL
Louis Florio Tarantino
Laila Elizabeth Tokatli CL
Hailey Alexandra Tompkins MCL
Eric Timothy Tweedie
Amanda Marie Walsh MCL
Harley Rachel Waterhouse CL
Ashley Elizabeth Wedge MCL
Sydney Nicole Wood MCL
Zachary William Zuber CL
Nursing
Jennifer Marie Adduci
Adeyemi Christianah Adeniyi CL
Sadiatu E. Aliu-Otokiti CL
Bridget Forchoh Nwambuh Awuh MCL
Melinda Anne Bettencourt MCL
Kara M. Boisvert
Anna Lorraine Brajak MCL
Nadine Lee Burke SCL
Michael S. Burns
Krista Gabrielle Burrows MCL
Amy Elizabeth Callahan SCL
Kathleen Marie
Cameros HC, MCL
Olivia Desmond Campbell CL
Joshua T. Cannon CL
Stephanie Lauren Charette CL
Jessica Charles CL
Nicole Kathryn Chauncey CL
Shannon Mary Comer MCL
Elizabeth Rose Conole MCL
Katherine Isabella Conole MCL
Alessandra Cozzone MCL
Sonia Karina Cruz-Rivera CL
Shannon Theresa Donahue HC, MCL
Samantha Brooke Elizario CL
Jenna Marie Farrell CL
Grace Megwo Fogue
Lauren Gail Funaro MCL
Kimberly Kathleen Gallagher
Jillian Amanda Galvin MCL
Jaclyn May Giasullo CL
Jennifer Lynn Gonsalves MCL
Christopher Edward Grassi CL
Jenny Greathouse CL
Nicole Penny Hamel CL
Craig J. Hanley CL
Crista Antoinette Harb CL
Sarah Marie Harrington CL
Carla Hernandez CL
Kelsey Hynes CL
Teresiah N. Kamau SCL
Jessica Leigh Keenan MCL
Sophia Jamal Khalifa MCL
Erina Khin
Jeanne Laurenette Feunang Xia
Elizabeth Allen Kyambadde CL
Veronica Elizabeth Lapierre
Brenna Glen Larsen CL
Juliana Teenie Law MCL
Donald J. Ludwig CL
Devan Marie Lyman
Bonnie Jean MacAdams CL
Malorie Ann MacDonald CL
Dugyns Maceus
Joyce Macharia MCL
Tasha Lynn Mandeville HC, MCL
Nayiri Manjikian CL
Wendolli Bertha Marciano
Erneston Maurissaint
Casey Jane McAuliffe
Brian Anthony McFeeley CL
Laura Meyer
Mercy Mikisi Midenyo CL
Allison Marie Mitchell MCL
Brian O’Neal Mohika
Alyssa Jean Mulno CL
Beth Ungais
Meghan Catherine Muniz CL
Sylvia Musoke
Eva Namakula Mutto
Lydia N. Mutyaba
Emily Elizabeth O’Brien MCL
Andrew Russell Parkins CL
Lianna Lynn Partee MCL
Seetha Lakshmi Pragadas
Pragna V. Patel
Jonathan Paul Pazzienza CL
Madeleine Isabella Pilgrim MCL
Amanda Dallas Reardon MCL
Jessica Lynne Richard CL
Victoria Marie Russo
Heather Ann Ryfa CL
Katie Jean Freeman
Matthew Stephan Geary MCL
Julie Kathleen Gill CL
Kelcey Harper CL
Caroline Constance Hundt
Peter Katuramu Manzi CL
Stephanie Elizabeth Kent CL
Tom Kikonyogo CL
Stephanie Nichole Landry MCL
Channy Lau
Mark E. MacEachern SCL
Dana Marie Maroney MCL
Meghan R. Metzmaekers CL
Kathryn Eva Newman CL
Khanh C. Nguyen MCL
Kassie Paige Pavlakos MCL
Stephanie Nicole Perez
Cristina Isabel Peters CL
Samantha Queiroz MCL
Sarah Rodgers MCL
Kylie Anthony Rogers
Jessica Chantrea Seng CL
Martha Vi Stackhouse SCL
Emily Cecelia Sweet MCL
Sarah Elizabeth Troche CL
Emily Susan Yeh MCL
Yasmer Zorrilla
Environmental Health
Veronica Chudik MCL
Samantha Anne Couture CL
Shanene Marie Pierce MCL
Exercise Physiology
Tara E. Affannato CL
Andrea JoAnn Arena MCL
Tamara Merri Arnold CL
Dominique Nicole Auger SCL
Michael Patrick Barton CL
Kiernan Michael Beal CL
Lauren Elsey Bertolami CL
Katherine Jane Bloude HC, MCL
Kristi Bimbi MCL
Alyssa Mary Blanchard MCL
Kennedy College of Sciences

College Deans

Mark E. Hines, Acting Dean
Supriya Chakraborti, Associate Dean
Fred Martin, Director of Student Success
Stephen Norton, Assistant Dean

Faculty

Department of Biological Sciences

Susan Braunhut, Professor
Johanna Choo, Lecturer
Jennifer Fish, Assistant Professor
Peter Gaines, Associate Professor
Jessica Garb, Associate Professor
Michael Graves, Associate Professor
Hwai-Chen Guo, Professor
Garth Hall, Associate Professor
Rick Hochberg, Associate Professor
Jeffrey Moore, Associate Professor
Carol Myers, Lecturer

Department of Chemistry

Valeri Barsegov, Associate Professor
Long Chiang, Professor
Kwok Fan Chow, Assistant Professor
Dionysios Christodouleas, Assistant Professor
Nancy DeLuca, Associate Professor
Leslie Ferris, Lecturer
Rudolf Faust, Professor
Matthew Gage, Associate Professor
Jessica Garcia, Lecturer
Richard Karpeles, Lecturer
Kenneth Marx, Professor
Khalilah Reddie, Lecturer
Marina Ruths, Associate Professor
David Ryan, Professor
Daniel Sandman, Professor
Janet Schrenk, Lecturer
Yuyu Sun, Associate Professor
James Whitten, Professor
Jin Xu, Assistant Professor
Mingdi Yan, Professor

Department of Computer Science

David Adams, Lecturer
Yu Cao, Associate Professor
Cindy Chen, Associate Professor
Guanling Chen, Associate Professor
Karen Daniels, Associate Professor

Department of Environmental, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences

Mathew Barlow, Associate Professor
Frank Colby, Professor
Nelson Eby, Professor
Jian-Hua Qian, Associate Professor
Kate Swanger, Assistant Professor
Lori Weeden, Senior Lecturer

Department of Mathematical Sciences

Tibor Beke, Associate Professor
Ronald Brent, Professor
Min Hyung Cho, Assistant Professor
Dimitris Christodoulou, Lecturer
Alan Doerr, Professor
Zahra Fardmanesh-Karimy, Senior Lecturer
Enrique Gonzalez-Velasco, Professor
Jennifer Gonzalez-Zugasti, Lecturer
James Graham-Eagle, Professor
Lee Jones, Professor
Alexander Kheifets, Associate Professor

*Deceased
Daniel Klain, Professor
John Lahoud, Lecturer
Jong Soo Lee, Assistant Professor
Kenneth Levasseur, Professor
Rida Mirie, Associate Professor
Ravi Montenegro, Associate Professor
Thomas Oliveri, Visiting Lecturer
Alexander Olsen, Professor
Charles Ormsby, Senior Lecturer
Stephen Pennell, Professor
Hung Minh Phan, Assistant Professor
Vidhu Prasad, Professor
James Propp, Professor
Theresa Schille, Lecturer
Ashot Shahinian, Associate Professor
Victor Shubov, Professor
Marvin Stick, Professor
Thao Tran, Lecturer

Department of Physics and Applied Physics
Partha Chowdhury, Professor
Timothy Cook, Assistant Professor
Andriy Danylov, Lecturer
Clayton French, Professor
Robert Giles, Professor
Wei Guo, Assistant Professor
Jayant Kumar, Professor
Silas Laycock, Lecturer
Nikolay Lepeshkin, Lecturer
Christopher Lister, Professor
Arthur Mittler, Professor
Wilfred Ngwa, Assistant Professor
Viktor Podolskiy, Professor
Xifeng Qian, Assistant Professor
Andrew Rogers, Assistant Professor
Erno Sajo, Professor
Kunnat Sebastian, Professor
Mengyan Shen, Associate Professor
Paul Song, Professor
Mark Tries, Associate Professor

Anna Yaroslavsky, Associate Professor
Johannes Zwanikken, Assistant Professor

KENNEDY COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Biological Sciences
Outstanding Scholar Graduating Senior (2016)
Shivam Patel
Excellence in Undergraduate Research (2016)
Alfred Lutaaya
Sonia Marcello
Dr. Salem Zack Elias Memorial Scholarship (2015)
Sonia Marcello
Meritorious Service Award (2016)
Courtney Bradley
Outstanding Graduate Student (2016)
Mikaela Therrien
Steven R. Williams Award for Excellence in Graduate Research (2015)
James Gallant
Chemistry
New England American Institute of Chemists Award
Jennifer Nguyen
Mark Elliot Award
Li Ren (2013)
Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Polymer Science
Xuan Chen (2015)
Jae Hyeung Park (2014)
Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Biochemistry
Qing Yu (2015)

Computer Science
Outstanding Scholar Graduating Senior (2016)
Shivam Patel
Excellence in Undergraduate Research (2016)
Alfred Lutaaya
Sonia Marcello
Dr. Salem Zack Elias Memorial Scholarship (2015)
Sonia Marcello
Meritorious Service Award (2016)
Courtney Bradley
Outstanding Graduate Student (2016)
Mikaela Therrien
Steven R. Williams Award for Excellence in Graduate Research (2015)
James Gallant
Chemistry
New England American Institute of Chemists Award
Jennifer Nguyen
Mark Elliot Award
Li Ren (2013)
Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Polymer Science
Xuan Chen (2015)
Jae Hyeung Park (2014)
Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Biochemistry
Qing Yu (2015)

Physics
Russell LeClaire Scholarship 2014
Evan Simmons
C. Daniel Cole Scholarship 2015
Emery Doucet

Charles R. Mingins Award 2016
Emery Doucet
Ye-Yung Teng Memorial Scholarship 2015
Chung “Alvin” Kow
Michael T. and MaryGene Ryan Scholarship 2015
Patrick Barron
Lorenzo J. Cabrera Scholarship 2015
Kyle Machon
Mirion Technologies Radiological Sciences Award
Edward Gionet
John Gundelfinger
Ahmad Hussin
Kevin Kham
Lorna Omenya

KENNEDY COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biological Sciences
Norah Abdulllah M Alhajras
Jinita Parimal Amin
Priya K. Bhola
Scott Thomas Boiko
John E. Brooks
Debashree Dilip Chakrabarti
Edwin Jordan Cruz
Anand Vivek Desai
James J. Gallant
Kristyne Jaya Gambino
Monica Giddings
Sarah Marie Gulcium LaGoy
Aom Ra Isbell
Zachary Gifford Koncki
Meghan Ngoc Le
Yu Li
Ravi Kiran Mekala
Sarah Rachel Miller
Michael Thomas Mills
Jorge Alejandro Montoya
Kevin Moran
Ya-Hue Valerie Soong
Mikaela Ann McAndrews
Therrien
Praveena Velpurisiva
Hannah Elizabeth Wallace
COMMENCEMENT FACT: The material of the mortar board is always black for degree levels below the doctorate and may be made of an appropriate material, but velvet is reserved for the doctoral cap.
An honorary degree, “honoris causa,” is granted in recognition of an individual’s personal contributions to society.
Chunxiao Chigan, Associate Professor
Michael Darish, Lecturer
Joyita Ditta, Assistant Professor
Michael Geiger, Professor
Tingshu Hu, Professor
Oliver Ibe, Associate Professor, Acting Department Chair
Xuejun Lu, Professor
Yan Luo, Associate Professor
Mufeed Mah’d, Associate Professor
Martin Margala, Professor, Department Chair
Dalila Megherbi, Associate Professor, Department Chair
Samson Mil’shtein, Professor & Director AET Center
John Palma, Lecturer
Siavash Pakdelian, Associate Professor
Albert Paradis, Visiting Lecturer
Kanti Prasad, Professor
Tenneti Rao, Professor
Ziyad Salameh, Professor
Seung Woo Son, Assistant Professor
Jiaxin Tang, Lecturer
Joel Therrien, Associate Professor
Charles Thompson, Professor
Frank Tredeau, Lecturer
Vinod Vokkarane, Associate Professor
Xingwei Wang, Associate Professor
Jay Weizen, Professor
Hengyong Yu, Associate Professor
Huali Liang, Associate Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Alireza Vakil Amirkhiz, Assistant Professor
Peter Avitabile, Professor
Majid Charmchi, Professor
Julie Chen, Professor, Vice Chancellor Research & Innovation
Jennifer Gorczyca, Professor
Christopher Hansen, Assistant Professor
Joseph Hartman, Professor, Dean
Iman Kakkhi, Visiting Lecturer
Murat Inalpolat, Assistant Professor
Hunter Mack, Assistant Professor
Zhu Mao, Assistant Professor
John McKelliget, Professor
Eugene Niemi, Professor
Christopher Niezrecki, Professor, Department Chair
Robert Parkin, Professor
Pawan Pingle, Lecturer
Michele Putko, Lecturer
Ioannis Raptis, Assistant Professor
Emmanuelle Reynaud, Assistant Professor
James Sherwood, Professor, Associate Dean Graduate Studies
Sammy Shina, Professor
Scott Stapleton, Assistant Professor
Gary Stewart, Visiting Lecturer
Dan Sullivan, Lecturer
Hongwei Sun, Associate Professor
Glenn Sundberg, Associate Professor
Walter Thomas, Lecturer
Lawrence Thompson, Lecturer
Juan Trelles, Assistant Professor
David Willis, Associate Professor
Patrick Drane, Assistant Director, Baseball Bat Research Lab
Department of Plastics Engineering
Carol Barry, Professor
Bridgette Budhllall, Associate Professor
Aldo Crugnola, Professor, Former Dean
Stephen Driscoll, Professor
Steven Grossman, Professor
Jan-Jan-Chan Huang, Professor
Stephen Johnston, Associate Professor
David Kazmer, Professor
Fang Lai, Professor
Robert Malloy, Professor, Department Chair
Stephen McCarthy, Professor, Co-Director M2D2
Joey Mead, Professor
Ramaswamy Nagarajan, Associate Professor
Daniel Schmidt, Associate Professor
Margaret Sobkowicz Kline, Assistant Professor

FRANCIS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AWARDS SPRING 2016

Chemical Engineering Department Awards:

Dean’s Gold Medal
Undergraduate: Alexandra Sneider
Ph.D. Graduate (Chemical): Mariel Dejesus Vega and Fulya Sudur Zalluhoglu
MSE—Graduate (Chemical): Janine Muirhead
MSE—Graduate (Energy): Nuclear Option: Jacob Gardner

Chemical Engineering Scholarship Award
Cody Scandore
Howard Reynolds Award
Steven Jacek
Nuclear Engineering Award
Dylan Azucena
Biological Engineering Award
Bobby Yassini

Nanomaterials Engineering Award
Matthew Gallant
Undergraduate Research Award
Alexandra Sneider
Graduate Research Award
Fulya Sudur Zalluhoglu
Outstanding Chemical Engineering Graduate Student Award
Yang Shu
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dean’s Gold Medal for CEE Undergraduates
Eric S. Hinds
Dean’s Gold Medal for CEE Graduate Student
Viet Quoc Le
Allan T. Gifford Award: (Outstanding Senior in CEE)
Benjamin P. Erban
Ellen E. Gerardi
Outstanding Civil & Environmental Engineering Graduate Student:
(Departmental Award—MS)
Hesameddin Azimi
Fabrice Desdunes
Elizabeth A. McCarthy
Outstanding Environmental Studies Graduate Student:
(Departmental Award—MS)
Akarapan Roijjanapinun
Plastics Engineering
Dean’s Gold Medal
Undergraduate: Patrick Facendola
Graduate: Eliad Cohen
Russell Ehlers Processing Excellence Award
Undergraduate: Kyle Ptak
Graduate: Azadeh Farahanchi
Henry Thomas Design Excellence Award
Undergraduate: Michael Tuccolo
Graduate: Michael Shone
Raymond Normandin
Materials Excellence Award
Undergraduate: Suzanne Yoeuth
Graduate: Chris Kuncho
Outstanding Graduate Student
Soujanya Muralidhara
Department Service Award
Marisely DeJesus Vega

Department of Mechanical Engineering
UNDERGRADUATE
Dean's Undergraduate Gold Medal (ME, Undergraduate)
Jordan Parris
Mechanical Engineering Department Award for Academic Achievement
Christopher H. Beale
Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Service Award
Patrick Love
Jeannie Nguyen
William Reeves
Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Team Leadership Award
Jefferey DiManna
Amy Tibbetts
Mechanical Engineering Craig Douglas Award
Martin Sinclair

GRADUATE
Dean's Graduate Gold Medal (ME, Graduate Ph.D)
Cynthia Mitchell
Dean's Graduate Gold Medal (ME, Graduate M.S.)
(The following all have 4.0 GPA)
Bertland Bahnan
Thomas Robert Mofford
Nicholas Cody Randall
Dean's Graduate Gold Medal (Energy, Graduate)
Stephen Fernandez

Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Doctoral Student Award
Cynthia Mitchell
Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Master Student Award
Dylan Fyler
Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Jim Powers Award
Timothy Miskell
The Carl Stevens Award:
William (Bill) Hallissey
Outstanding Electrical and Computer Engineering Undergraduate
Rajia Abdelaziz
Erin Graceffa
Dean's Gold Medal Award Undergraduate
Timothy Miskell—Computer Engineering
William (Bill) Hallissey—Electrical Engineering
Dean's Gold Medal Graduate (All have 4.0 GPA)
Ali Bussam Alkhatatbhih
Ling Chen
Andrew Dawson
Dhruvesh Gajaria
William Harmond
Zulqarnain Kamali
Outstanding Computer Engineering Graduate Student
Peilong Li CpE
Jeremey M. Plante
Outstanding Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
Nicholas Misiunas

Civil Engineering
Alejandro Miguel Alvarez
Hesameddin Azimi
Sainej Badjie
Jeffrey Edward Bruso
Michael Anthony Camoscio
Swetha Chennu
Jason Adam Clegg
Colin Hunt Costello
Megan Elizabeth Cullen
Justin M. Curewitz
Robert H. Descheneau III
Fabrice Bernard Desdunes
Sevang Doung
Abdulaziz Abdulleah A Etawi
Christopher George Falcos
Austin Weislik Febo
Ana Clara Rios Gouveia
Matthew Michael Hernon
Zachary A. James
Viet Quoc Le
Jayue Luo
Michael James MacHnns
Elizabeth Anne McCarthy
Corey James O'Connor
Timothy Joseph Parow
William Gilbert Sexton
Michael John Shustack

Computer Engineering
Madhu Sainath Ancha
Raghava Anne
Raed Balbesi
Deepak Bansal
Ketul Barot
Shane Michael Burgoon
Kiran Kumar Chilakala
Jonathan Thomas Coffey
Saahil Yogesh Desai
Scott Armando Diniz
Yuwei Feng
Dhruvesh Mukes Gajaria
Radhika Gangaraj
Manoharan
Dilip Ragavendra
Goduguchinta
Deepika Gunasekaran
Preeti Gurrata
Lu He
Ritesh Jagdish Jadhav
Abhinay Reddy Keesara
Sonali Arvin Khanijoan
Christopher James Leger
Peter Joseph Mack
Nicholas Paul Martin
Manogna Mesa
Saurabh Ratnakar Nalgirkar
Yeswanta Kumar Pagadala
Gaurav Manohar Pitale
Ankitha A. Reddy
Oren Segal
Riddhiben Sunitkumar Shah
Zhen Su
Biju Talukdar
Venkata Valli Tangirala
Krishna Swaroop Reddy Tella
Raghavendra Yashwanth
thondepu
Swaroop Pramod Thool
Amikishan Venkataraman
Uthra Devel Vetivel
Pavan Kumar Vutukuri
Amik Waiker
Yue Wang
Ze Wang

Electrical Engineering
Ali Bussam Alkhatatbhih
Hasan Wael Salman Alsadik
Jenny Y. Au
Elizabeth Rose Avondo
Rodney Alexander Barahona
Matthew Greenleaf Beckford
Chengxing Chen
Ling Chen
Timothy John Citta
Rafael Cruz
Andrew Dawson
Aydin Dirican
Cuong Thai Doan
Vanshikirishna Rao
Domudala
Salvatore John Febo
Nicole Feliciano
Sergio Eduardo Freeman
Yang Gao
Matthew Gaylord
Seyed Ehsan Hajisaied
Sergei Halibus
William Harmon
Ravidasa Hegde
Xuxing Huang
Zhong Sheng Huang
Robert Hunter
Adam Drue Johnson
Zulqarnain Haider Kamali
Thitikorn Kemtri
Ajinkya Dileep Kolhe
Charan Reddy Kudumula
Qingxuan Liu
Zenan Liu
Beichen Lu
Samnang Lun
Jared Spence McBride
Stephen Craig Moffett
Sameera Mogullu
Syed Naveen Mubarak
Ololade Opefioluwa
Mudasiri
Godfred Okloo
Cagatay Ozmen
Ganesh Siva Venkata Arun
Kumar Padala
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Chemical Engineering
Yassine Khitass
Janine Elizabeth Muirhead
James D. Ogilvie-Battersby
Prerak Jatin Shah
Evan Michael Wernicki
Yan Zhang

Civil Engineering
Alejandro Miguel Alvarez
Hesameddin Azimi
Sainej Badjie
Jeffrey Edward Bruso
Michael Anthony Camoscio
Swetha Chennu
Jason Adam Clegg
Colin Hunt Costello
Megan Elizabeth Cullen
Justin M. Curewitz
Robert H. Descheneau III
Fabrice Bernard Desdunes
Sevang Doung
Abdulaziz Abdulleah A Etawi
Christopher George Falcos
Austin Weislik Febo
Ana Clara Rios Gouveia
Matthew Michael Hernon
Zachary A. James
Viet Quoc Le
Jayue Luo
Michael James MacHnns
Elizabeth Anne McCarthy
Corey James O'Connor
Timothy Joseph Parow
William Gilbert Sexton
Michael John Shustack

Computer Engineering
Madhu Sainath Ancha
Raghava Anne
Raed Balbesi
Deepak Bansal
Ketul Barot
Shane Michael Burgoon
Kiran Kumar Chilakala
Jonathan Thomas Coffey
Saahil Yogesh Desai
Scott Armando Diniz
Yuwei Feng
Dhruvesh Mukes Gajaria
Radhika Gangaraj
Manoharan
Dilip Ragavendra
Goduguchinta
Deepika Gunasekaran
Preeti Gurrata
Lu He
Ritesh Jagdish Jadhav
Abhinay Reddy Keesara
Sonali Arvin Khanijoan
Christopher James Leger
Peter Joseph Mack
Nicholas Paul Martin
Manogna Mesa
Saurabh Ratnakar Nalgirkar
Yeswanta Kumar Pagadala
Gaurav Manohar Pitale
Ankitha A. Reddy
Oren Segal
Riddhiben Sunitkumar Shah
Zhen Su
Biju Talukdar
Venkata Valli Tangirala
Krishna Swaroop Reddy Tella
Raghavendra Yashwanth
thondepu
Swaroop Pramod Thool
Amikishan Venkataraman
Uthra Devel Vetivel
Pavan Kumar Vutukuri
Amik Waiker
Yue Wang
Ze Wang

Electrical Engineering
Ali Bussam Alkhatatbhih
Hasan Wael Salman Alsadik
Jenny Y. Au
Elizabeth Rose Avondo
Rodney Alexander Barahona
Matthew Greenleaf Beckford
Chengxing Chen
Ling Chen
Timothy John Citta
Rafael Cruz
Andrew Dawson
Aydin Dirican
Cuong Thai Doan
Vanshikirishna Rao
Domudala
Salvatore John Febo
Nicole Feliciano
Sergio Eduardo Freeman
Yang Gao
Matthew Gaylord
Seyed Ehsan Hajisaied
Sergei Halibus
William Harmon
Ravidasa Hegde
Xuxing Huang
Zhong Sheng Huang
Robert Hunter
Adam Drue Johnson
Zulqarnain Haider Kamali
Thitikorn Kemtri
Ajinkya Dileep Kolhe
Charan Reddy Kudumula
Qingxuan Liu
Zenan Liu
Beichen Lu
Samnang Lun
Jared Spence McBride
Stephen Craig Moffett
Sameera Mogullu
Syed Naveen Mubarak
Ololade Opefioluwa
Mudasiri
Godfred Okloo
Cagatay Ozmen
Ganesh Siva Venkata Arun
Kumar Padala
Energy Engineering
Abiola Olulwafemi Adeseko
Bethler Aguay
Lucas Omena Cavalcante
Cabral
Vishal Chandrashekar
Pushyamitra Govindbhai
Desai
Jacob Gardner
Gargee Sanjay Ingle
Mayur Mukund Kamalakar
Yao Li
Jeremy David Marcyoniak
Renato Andre Martins
Mondino
Hamid Mohseni
Yao Manhaman Ouattara
Saranya Ravi
Harsh Ashokkumar Sanghavi
Sandeep Tripuraneni
Mechanical Engineering
Bertland Bahnan
John J. Bannon
Joshua James Bevan
Judes Bonhomme
Liam Charles Byers
Mu Chen
Ravi A. Dipali
Joshua Brian Fortin-Smith
Samuel B. Frey
Dylan Charles Fyler
Brendan Francis Gallahue
Eduardo Gomes
Phalgun Kanmathanreddy
Philip Sebastian Kellermeier
Dean Kennedy
Ryan Taylor McDonagh
Thomas Robert Mofford
Jaswanth Reddy Mula
Dalton Chike Okechukwu
James Michael Pehl
David Sage Phung
Matteo Joseph Polcari
Qi Qin
Nicholas Cody Randall
Shane James Riddle
Rama Rohit Varma Sagi
Osei A. Serebour
Ketan Devdas Shettigar
Juan Su
Bhargav Mohan Vadlamudi
Christopher William White
Katie L. Ziegler
Zoran Zubic
Plastics Engineering
Mansour Mubarak Albareeki
Godwin Michael Anand
Anthony
Ryan N. Blair
Colleen Margaret Cannon
Michael P. Casale
Timothy Jerome Coogan
Matthew Richard Furtado
Walter F. Gacek
Juan Jose Gallardo Bastidas
Cei Lauren Geva
Richard Wilfred Heckbert III
Scott J. Hickey
Rahul Jadia
Afrin Roja Jahir Hussain
Peter John Louvaris
Kennedy John Ly
Kang Ma
Matthew James Milisci
Sagar Mitra
Harsh Bhupat Modi
Philip Joseph Mooney
Mary Elizabeth Moriarty
Kenneth Samuel Ogueri
Subodh Rajesh Patil
Justin David Ritter
Jimmy Ajitbhai Shah
Aamir Sheikh
David Smith
Phayhean S. Sook
Sharan Muthanna Thanthad
Akshay S. Vaidya
Anyay Girish Vaidya
Yuju Wang
Xi Yu
Praveer Munir Zaveri
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Environmental Studies
Garrett Michael Bergey
Stephen James Dowaliby
Akarapun Rojanapinun
Jason Grant Ward
Nannan Zhu
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
Electronic Engineering Technology
Lee R. Bormuth
Anthony Charles Anderson
Herrera
Daniel John Kinney
Tong Taing
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Richard F. Belkus
Juan M. Cid
Michael L. Costa
Jacob Paul Drury
David A. Joyce
Collin McGearry
Kenneth Francis McNulty
Louis M. Miller
William A. Morris
Sandey Gaku Ndewga
Stephanie Roy
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
Chemical Engineering
Brandon James Ackroyd
Ag Mohd Fathi Fawwaz
Bin Ag Mohd Tahir
Jeremy James Alaniz
Ali Alradaan
Scott Francis Ankiewicz
Randy James Archibald
Keenan Shaquille Augustus
Dylan Ray Azucena
Elizabeth Ann Burkhart
Tseelmaa Byambaakhun
Eduardo Caetano
James John Carbone
Amanda Chandavy Chan
Elissa Christina Chao
Neangnaroth Chea
Brandon Jeffrey Clark
Jeffrey David Connell
Joseph Cote
Dylan Bradford Cross
Kimberly Ann Croteau
Russell Charles Curtis
Tristan Jonathon Dale
Sherine Farida Dao
Digviyaj P. Devkota
Yianni Demetrios Dres
Matthew Geoffrey Gallant
Vijay Ramesh Gentayla
Douglas Stephen Gigliotti
Solomon Gebremariam
Gobaw
James Thomas Grace
Dana J. Hazeltine
Temitope O. Isijola
Steven Matthew Jacek
Areen Kalantari
Jared A. King
Nicholas John King
Mark A. Kisl
Joshua J. Knallay
Endy Lau
David Anthony Lucchesi
Camila Magalhaes
Christopher John Nguyen
Jason Nguyen
Ryan James O’Grady
Dhir Vishnu Patel
Akash Qureshi
Lok Rizal
Danielle Elizabeth Sampson
Cody B. Scandore
Brady David Simmons
Alexandra Sneider
Mikhail Sooknanan
Colin Andrew Taylor
Christopher John Thornton
Lucien George Tyler
Tyler James Valinski
Casey Charles White
Bobby Yassin
John Zani
Civil Engineering
Michael Thomas Adams
Deniz Alagoez
Saeed Mohamed Ali
Neil N. Alves
Alexander Joseph Auditor
Eindra Aung
Utku Basak
Kush Hitesh Bhagat
Ryan Cruz Bota

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The tassel may be worn on either the left or right side and its placement does not have an official meaning.
Victor Xu MCL
Joshua Isaac Yonika

Plastics Engineering
Andrew David Antonitis HC
Cleveland Antonio Atkinson
Michael Jordan Bunker CL
David Peter Cacciola SCL
Raymond Chim
Aanay Raju Desai
Jennifer Kim Dinh
Ahmed H. Drammeh MCL
Mohamed El Araari
Patrick Collins
Facendola HC, SCL
Karim Hallab
Cormac Hondros-McCarthy
Elizabeth Marie Kender HC, SCL
Laura B. Kender HC, MCL
Cody Robert Langlois HC, MCL
Andy Sophea Lay
Jessica Norma Matar
Maxwell J. McCabe
Julie Rose Mitchell
Patrick Francis Morrisey
Tyler Moy
Christina Muth CL
Kevin S. Newland CL
Hiep M. Nguyen
Marie Francisca Palacios Parra
Michael James Perito
Maura Casey Pinard MCL
Bradley Thomas Porter
Kyle Ryan Ptak CL
Saritick Patrick San
Rathanak Joshua Teng CL
Matthew Robert Theriault MCL
Michael A. Tuccolo
David Aaron Van Schalkwijk SCL
Suzanne Sarady Youeth
Matthew Christopher Yuen

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Electronic Engineering Technology
Andrew Bunin

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Nicholas Anthony Brault
Michael L. Costa
David Joseph Garey

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

COLLEGE DEAN
Anita Greenwood, Dean

FACULTY
Elizabeth Bifuh-Ambe, Associate Professor
Eliza Bobek, Lecturer
John Brown, Clinical Assistant Professor
James Carifio, Professor
Michaela Colombo, Associate Professor, Chair
Lorraine Dagostino, Professor
Judith Davidson, Associate Professor
Patricia Fontaine, Clinical Associate Professor
MinJeong Kim, Associate Professor
Sumudu Lewis, Lecturer
Jill Lohmeier, Associate Professor
David Lustick, Associate Professor
James Nehring, Associate Professor
Xiaoxia Newton, Associate Professor
Regina Panasuk, Professor
Michelle Scribner-MacLean, Clinical Associate Professor
Stacy Szczesniak, Assistant Professor
Phitsamay Yv, Assistant Professor

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
The Coburn Awards for Professional Excellence in Teaching are named in memory of Frank Coburn, the first principal of the Lowell Normal School. The awards honor graduating students who have demonstrated truly outstanding qualities of teaching effectiveness. The 2016 recipients of the Coburn Awards are:

Jamie Wood for Elementary Education
Andrew Pearson for Secondary Education
Outstanding Education Research Award
Robert Michaud
Outstanding Graduate Student
Jennifer Bauer

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
MASTER OF EDUCATION Curriculum and Instruction
Edward Maxwell Appleton
Melissa Jean Armstrong
Lisa Marie Berluti
Neeji Sushil Bharatan
Adam James Boisvert
Samuel Osei Bonsu
Julie Bouvier
Kathleen Brazil
Allison Barry Caggiano
Roni M. Caulfield
Kerry Anne Charbonneau
Lauren J. Clooney
Meghan F. Coyne
Samantha Jean Daehling
Ettore de Mari
William Joseph Donlon
Hannah Jeanine Dupre
Jessica Diane Ead
Sean Matthew Fidler
Rebecca Elizabeth Flynn
Jayne Lin Francis
Chelsea Rose Graham
Zorica Grceva
Erin Elizabeth Greathead
Erica Jennifer Greene
Kaylen E. Harris
Samnang Hor
Veronica Anne Johnson
Danielle Lisa Jones
Jordan C. Kripton
Megan Elizabeth Lulsdorf
Betty Makovoz
Nicolas Anthony Massaro
William McAllister
Maria Skantzaris McCarthy
Magge McDonald
Dana Florence McMahon
Frederick Antonio Miranda
Colleen Marie Morrill
Caitylin Morris
Kayleigh E. Morrissey
Jacyln Regan Mullavey
Taelour Ann Murphy
Shannon Marie Gorski Murray
Zachary Robert Nardone
Amanda Kathryn Naoiuchik
Heather Rose Norris
Erin Olszewski
Katherine Ann Osgood
Michael Joseph Paglieroni
Megan Francesca Palombella
Andrew Pearson
Kayla Elizabeth Pelland
Nichole Amy Richards
Melissa Rossie-Ogorek
Donna Sanches
Alison Marie Sardonini
Brian D. Scanlan
Naomi April Schrader
Nicoe Naomi Schreffler
Cheyenne Rain Silva
Christine Ann Silvar
Krista M. St.Louis
David Thomas Stacy
Lisa M. Sullivan
Karen Ann Tokarczuk
Alethea L. Trundy

COMMENCEMENT FACT: The mortar board evolved from the traditional cap of Oxford University.
Diane Velez  
Kristen Walsh  
James Campbell Warren  
Zachary Allen Watson  
Aneilay Wisseh  
Brian Wong  
Jamie Michelle Wood  
Ruth Marie Zumwalt  

Education Administration  
Rudy Radhames Baez  
Brian C. Bates  
Melanie G. Batista-Ortiz  
Melissa Rose Chalmers  
Kathleen M. Cochran  
Judith Frank  
Christina Gentile  
Mary Goslin  
Kyle Edward Hildebrand  
John Robert Lebel  
Kara Beth Martyny  
Matthew Ruo  
Sarah Annette Whittington  

Reading and Language  
Cheri Joy Amaru  
Nicolette Nei Bartolini  
Kristin Michelle Blain  
Jamie Elizabeth Burns  
Kimberly A. Cormier  
Kate Flock Desjardins  
Heather Justine Ferreira  
Sarin Irene Gendron  
Allison Joy Graichen  
Elizabeth Grace Lupa  
Danielle Mary DeAngelo Merrill  
Kathleen Ann Murphy  
Kimberly Karen Rodriguez  
Caitlin Sullivan  
Peter Zachary White  
Nicole Victoria Zaffini  

EDUCATION SPECIALIST  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Hannah Shea Irion-Frake  
Katherine McLane Struzziero  

Education Administration Planning and Policy  
Peter Roger Cavanaugh  
Patti-Jean Corrente  
Carla J. Fitzgerald  
Mary E. Fleming  
Amanda J. Goyette  
Megan E. Keough  
Mary Ellen Lucas  
Rachel E. Margaglione  
Nicole Amy McGrain  
Heidi Otis  
Sara C. Patashnick  
Tara Pierce  
Jason Symmes  
Justin Throwe  

Reading and Language  
Jane Elizabeth Bassett  
Meredith Noel Bohannon  
Shannon Marie Murphy  
Hillary Phelan  
Shantel N. Schonour  
Michelle Marie Siden  
Melissa M. Stanley  

MANNING SCHOOL OF BUSINESS  

FACULTY  
Department of Accounting  
Lisa Andrusaitis, NTT Lecturer  
Janie Casello Bouges, Associate Professor  
Laura Christianson, NTT Lecturer  
Huiqi Gan, Assistant Professor  
George Joseph, Associate Professor  
Khondkar Karim, Professor, Chair  
Taewoo Kim, Assistant Professor  
Yuansha Li, Associate Professor  
Jingrong Lin, Associate Professor  
Cassandra Rohland, NTT Lecturer  
Sherre Strickland, Associate Professor  
SangHyun Suh, Associate Professor  
Stefanie Tate, Associate Professor  

Department of Finance  
Steven Freund, Associate Professor  
Ravi Jain, Associate Professor  
ChanWung Kim, NTT Lecturer  
Sangphill Kim, Associate Professor  
Tunde Kovacs, Assistant Professor  
Saira Latif, Associate Professor  
EunJu Lee, Assistant Professor  
Hieu Phan, Assistant Professor  
Dev Prasad, Professor  
Yash Puri, Professor, Chair  
Asif Rehman, Visiting Instructor  
Xiaojing Yuan, Assistant Professor  

Department of Management  
Elizabeth Altman, Assistant Professor
COMMENCEMENT FACT: The tassel worn with the doctoral cap has three variations: black for any degree; an official color designated for the faculty in which the degree is granted; or, in the case of the doctoral cap, it may be gold.
The robes, colors, terminology and other aspects of today's ceremonies are modern versions of academic traditions started during the Middle Ages in Europe.
Jared Robert Murphy  CL
Kevin James Murphy
Michael Patrick Murray
Danielle Davis Musteerer
Aye Moe Myint
Jungjin Nam
Felipe Pestana Nascimento
Peter Micheal Neal  MCL
Max Dowd Nelson
Hayden Nester
Tamarlon Vashaun Newman
Kai Ho Ng
Christine W. Ngugi
Darlene P. Nguyen
Loc Thanh Nguyen
Michael Nguyen
Aamer Syed Nizami
Zaid Syed Nizami
Christopher Nunez Polanco
Jorge Mario Nunez
Mark Edward O’Brien  CL
Oluwadamilare Akinkumi
Odubiyi
Michael Shawn O’Keeffe  MCL
Moses O. Okonoboh Jr.
Jacob C. Osgood
Stephanie Ota
Dan Meir Paikowsky  HC, SCL

Lackhena Pak
Christina Alexandra Pappas
Joshua Paul Pappas
Patrick Mitchell Parker
Pratik Suresh Patel
Manuel Enrique Paulino
Justin Dominic
Pawłowski  MCL
Derek T. Peluso
Nandana Penukonda  HC, MCL
Joseph J. Perrone  HC, SCL
Kiona K. Perry
Daniel Munroe Peters
Vanessa Pearson
Dung Thi Ngoc Phan
Thiipphachanh Niny Phommachanh
Armenta Farah Pierre
Marcus Jamal Pierre
Valeriy A. Pinkhasov
Michael Levi Piper  MCL
Kyle W. Pitocchelli
Francheska M. Polanco  MCL
Melissa Polanco
Ronald J. Popp
Scott Robert Potter
Matthew John Potvin
Erika Whitney Pratti
John Andrew Prawdzik

Lori Ann Provencher  SCL
Julie MJG Quertenmont  MCL
Daniel Patrick Quigley  MCL
Paul Stephen Rampone
Kara Quinn Rea
Connor Patrick Rega
Gabriel Reyes
Michaela McCarthy Rheault
Andrew Edward Rice
Francis Alberto Richardson
Danielle Ringer  CL
Amanda Nicole Robinson  MCL
Ryan Lionel Robinson  MCL
Justin Rocha  CL
Igor Stemler Izar Rodrigues
Oscar Isaías Romero Gonzalez
Kelly Robert Rooney
Amber Rose  CL
David Paul Rousseau
Zachary Brian Rowe
Mark J. Roy
Joseph Edward Royal  CL
Sarah K. Rubin  HC, CL
Carlos Andres Ruiz  CL
Kayla Michelle Russo
Nicole Ciara Russo
Edward Matthew Sacco
Prerak Sachdev
Bethsaida C. Saint-Vil
Antonio J. Sanchez
Vannary Sann  CL
Joseluis Santos
Taylor Judith Scalese
Thomas James Schmidt
Samuel Lee Searcy
Haik Selian  MCL
Angela Kennie Selway  MCL
Kenya Sergine Semexant
Jeehye Seon
Sahil Sharma
Kyle Eugene Shea
Bryan Michael Sheppard
Kristen Shuman  MCL
Christina Marie Sicari
Taha Ahmed Siddiqui
Brittany Marie Silva  MCL
James Michael Silva
Ryan Edward Silvia
Sarah E. Sirois
Derek William Smith
Kierie Ann Smith
Selja Osk Snorradottir  CL
Alexander Sordello
Indhira M. Sosa
Stephen Robert Soucy  CL
Jessica Pektra Srey
Gregory E. Stratton
Kyle Alan Strong
Ethan Thomas Sturm
Mihir Nilabh Subash
Joseph Richard Sullivan
Brad William Swenson
Isabella Corwin Szumowski
Bao N. Tao
Kadee Tapley
Maria Tashjian MCL
Brett Andrew Tassinari
Shawn Christopher Teal
David Joseph Tetreault CL
Melanie Andrea Teves MCL
Chuong V. Thai
Yousef Asad Theeb
Ross Thermos
Michael Thu
Matthew Casey Tierney
Sokphearum Toch
James Sullivan Torpey CL
Tam Tran
Maxwell Trejo
Lee Edmond Tremblay
Minh Truong
Sophorn Tuon
Alexander James Twogood
Samabuthdy Ung
Shaday Isiuwa Uzamah
Isehehri
Stefani Vadeboncoeur
Brian William Valencia
Vanessa Jordan Valeri
Joann M. Varnie
Vanessa C. Vega
Rodrigo Javier Velez MCL
Christopher Paul Venditti CL
Alison Visconti
Chun Yung Wang
Abel Wasswa
Sophie Noelle Watt CL
Jacqueline Theresa Weza CL
Alec White
Austin Whiteneck
Brian Allen Wilson
Matthew Abraham Wiseman
Jonathan Brett Wolfe CL
Michael Heng Wong
Brittany Leigh Wright
Nicholas Adam Wright
Adam Xavier Wroblewski
Colleen M. Zaccagnini
Jorge E. Zeledon
Yujia Zhou CL
Mingyan Zhu CL
Simah Alexus Zohdi CL

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Management
Frank Vincent Maher
Amy Lynn Sweeney
Grace Hongsmatip Thomas
Gregory Francis Tuers

GRADUATE STUDIES

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Biomedical Engineering and
Biotechnology
Cassandra Ilfeld Adams
Adelyinka Charles Adejumo
Kristopher Martin Amirault
Lauren R. Anderson
Michael Barnes
Fulya Ekiz Kanik
Aniket Pradeep Gad
Himali Vijaykumar Goradia
Kerrie Kennedy
Ayesha Masrur Khan
Jeremy Adam Levine
Sai Liu
Siti Khefa Yuda Mwakatobe
Chinedu Charles Ochinn
Maulik Mukeshbhai Patel
Adriana Maria Sartorri
Cristaldo
Vaibhav Kirtikumar Shah
Nasser Ali M Shubayr
Yazhou Wang
Lynn Crystal Zeheb
Xiaoman Zhang
UMASS LOWELL
WOULD LIKE TO
EXTEND A SPECIAL
THANK YOU TO THE
FOLLOWING GROUPS
AND INDIVIDUALS:

Department of Music
Brass Choir
Daniel P. Lutz, Conductor

Vocalists
UMass Lowell Chamber Singers
Brian O’Connell, Director
Graham Allen
Samuel Allen
Nico Callum
Becca Crivello
Sarah Garfield
Anthony Gervase
Katie Herrmann
Erin Hudkins
Christopher Kelleher
John Kelley
Brent Kincaid
Eric Miller
Kelsey Olden
Gabe Paradis
Sarah Perrin
Jillian Perry
Dana Sheridan
Matt Vayanos

Trumpets
Kelly Bray
John DiTomaso
Chris Fendt
Jake Galloway
Deb Huber
Joe McCarthy
Walter Platt
Maria Price
Erin Schartner
Jay Souweine

French Horns
Paul Delabruere
Robin Milanazzo
Sarah Perrin
Victoria Sidoti

Trombones
Ryan Bennett
Josh Chapman
Guiseppe Falzarano
Ed Goroza
Nate Karalahis
Mike Kaskiewicz
Eric Poster

Tubas
Kris DeMoura
Peter Fickenwirth
Joe Mulligan
Ben Ruesch

Faculty Marshals
Special thanks to John Ting and all of the faculty marshals who assisted with the lineup and procession.

Chief Marshal—Morning Ceremony
Lisa Abdallah, School of Nursing

Chief Marshal—Afternoon Ceremony
Kanti Prasad, Electrical & Computer Engineering

College of Fine Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Elizabeth Herbin-Triant, History
David Kingsley, Economics
Regina Milan, Art
Frank F. Sousa, Department of World Languages and Cultures
Yana Weinstein, Psychology
Alan Williams, Music

College of Health Sciences
Bryan Buchholz, Work Environment
Margaret Knight, School of Nursing
David Kriebel, Work Environment
Any Peters, School of Nursing
Laura Punnett, Work Environment
Susan Woskie, Work Environment

Kennedy College of Sciences
Nelson Eby, Environmental, Earth & Atmospheric Science
Zahra Fardmanesh-Karimy, Mathematics
Leslie Farris, Chemistry
Jennifer Gonzalez-Zugasti, Mathematics
Zhiyoung Gu, Biology
Arthur Mitler, Physics
Carol Meyers, Biology
Shaina Roy, Biology

Francis College of Engineering
Peter Avitable, Mechanical Engineering
Clifford Bruell, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Bridgett Budhlall, Plastics Engineering
Stephen Driscoll, Plastics Engineering
Stephen Johnson, Plastics Engineering

Graduate School of Education
Patricia Fontaine

Manning School of Business
Deborah Casey, Marketing, Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Edward Chen, Operations & Information Systems
Bob Li, Operations & Information Systems
Xiaojing (Aggie) Yuan, Finance

Commencement Usiers
Orientation and Residence Life Staff
Student Affairs Staff
Annie Giaraldi
Mary Connolly
Connie Crooker
Brenda Evans
James Kohl
Amy Liss
Sarah Rine
Larry Siegel

Commencement Escorts
Tsot Baiglmaa
Bilguun Batjargal
Josh Bonetti
Todd Borchers
Abigail Buckley
Sheila Riley-Callahan
Amy Caron
Josh Carter
Douglas Cooper
Andrew Cornish
Francine Coston
Kelsiey Dedomenico
David Driscoll
MinThet Khine
Reaksmey Roeung-Meas
April O’Donnell
Anino Orisejafor
Baaanjav Oyundelger
Sunita Singh Poma
Kristen Rhyner
Susan Sousa
George Thompson
Undergraduate Class Officers
Christopher Nunez
President
Matilda Matovu
Vice President
Kenya Semexant
Treasurer
Thalia Chodat
Secretary

Commencement Committee
Academic Affairs
Campus Police
The Chancellor’s Office
Deans’ Office Staff
EMS Crew
Facilities Staff
Office of Hospitality & Event Services
The Provost’s Office
Registrar’s Office
Transportation Services
Tsongas Center Staff
University Advancement
University Relations
JOIN US FOR RIVER HAWK HOMECOMING:
UMass Lowell’s biggest, bluest celebration. It’s an event-packed weekend filled with entertainment, family fun and opportunities to reunite with friends and classmates. Alumni, students, parents, faculty and staff, friends and the community are all invited.

OCTOBER 21-22

HOMECOMING FEATURES

Hawkey Way Homecoming Festival ✶ Division I Hockey Reunions ✶ Athletic alumni games ✶ Live music ✶ Annual Jennifer’s 5K Run/Walk ✶ Campus tours

www.uml.edu/homecoming

FOR MORE INFORMATION, EMAIL ALUMNI_OFFICE@UML.EDU OR CALL 978-934-3140.
Hey grads (and those who love them):
We want to see your Commencement photos!
Share your pics on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest using the hashtag #UML2016.